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Abstract

Using a human brand (commonly referred to in popular press as a celebrity) as a product endorser is a popular marketing tool, and a variety of factors have been shown to influence the effectiveness of this technique. Although human brands are traditionally regarded as aspirational others, a concept based on the reference groups literature, researchers have yet to examine whether adopting a reference group framework is of theoretical or substantive value when predicting a human brand’s endorsement potential. This dissertation explores the issue, arguing that the traditional conceptualizing of human brands as purely aspirational, while not incorrect, is restrictive. Human brands are evolving, with a greater range of individuals seen as human brands and with those brands engaging in more open communications. As a result, consumers see some human brands as similar others and even friends; these concepts are linked with membership groups. In this thesis, I propose and find support for the premise that predicting a human brand’s endorsement potential is best done by assessing both the aspirational and membership elements of the human brand, an approach offering several benefits. To begin, assessing both elements facilitates a deeper exploration of why reference group ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness. I demonstrate that reference group ratings exert their effects by strengthening affiliation motives, and in particular find that whereas aspirational ratings benefit both intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives, membership ratings almost exclusively benefit intrinsic affiliation motives. I also find that sex moderates the relative importance of each affiliation motive on behavioural intentions, with females more influenced by intrinsic motives and males more influenced by extrinsic motives. Finally, I investigate how human brands can strengthen their reference group ratings, finding support for the notion that human brands who increase their self-disclosure levels benefit from higher ratings and enhanced persuasiveness as endorsers. I test my propositions across four studies, using a mix of survey and experimental methodologies.
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Chapter 1

And then Chan says something like this:

“Doing SNL was by far the most terrifying thing that I've ever done, because there is a lot of reading involved, and I don't read that well out loud.”

Suddenly you’re in love.

- Elaine Lui, well-known columnist, commenting on actor Channing Tatum’s June 2015 “Ask Me Anything” discussion on Reddit in which the actor candidly discusses his struggles with reading aloud.

1 Introduction

A human brand is “any well-known persona who is the subject of marketing communications efforts,” (Thomson, 2006, p. 104) a holistic description which acknowledges that often these human brands attempt to shape and control the persona put forth to consumers as a way of managing brand impressions. In turn, human brands¹ are often used as a tool by marketing professionals to promote other products or services. In this specific promotional capacity, human brands act as celebrity endorsers, defined by McCracken (1989, p. 310) as “any individual who enjoys public recognition and uses this recognition on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it in an advertisement.”

¹ As a general rule I will adopt the term human brand as opposed to celebrity throughout as I feel it is a more accurate representation of my research focus, and also allows for a broader range of human brand types than what most lay people would consider a “celebrity.” For example, a fictional character like James Bond is not likely considered a celebrity per se, though he is a well-known persona, and would accurately be categorized as a human brand. Likewise a politician or activist may not be seen by lay people as “celebrities,” but again these individuals would typically have some degree of proactive brand image management. However, given that I am also specifically interested in how human brands can increase their endorser effectiveness, my focus is on those human brands who would realistically also engage in celebrity endorsement initiatives; namely, actors, athletes, musicians, and so forth: Individuals that lay people would primarily see as “celebrities.”
Human branding researchers have to date has looked at source effects (e.g. Dholakia & Sternthal, 1977; Kahle & Homer, 1985), clarity of human brand persona (McCracken, 1989), and overall parasocial relationship strength, connection, and feelings of attachment (Perse & Rubin, 1989; Russell, Norman, & Heckler, 2004; Thomson, 2006) as factors influencing endorsement effectiveness. Interestingly, whereas researchers have long argued that human brands are best conceptualized as aspirational others (Choi & Rifon, 2012; White & Dahl, 2006), no research has actually assessed whether the degree to which a consumer perceives a human brand as belonging to his aspirational reference group predicts subsequent endorser effectiveness. In addition, no research has examined whether the underlying assumption that human brands are purely aspirational is even a valid one. In this dissertation I take a first step at addressing these gaps, arguing that adopting a reference group framework to the study of human brands is of both theoretical and substantive value. In particular, I posit that consumers assess human brands not only on the degree to which those human brands seem to fit with the consumers’ aspirational groups, but also on the degree to which they fit with the consumers’ membership groups. I also propose that the relative importance of positive evaluations on both aspirational fit and membership fit criteria varies based on several moderating factors.

Reference groups are “social groups which are important to a consumer and against which he or she compares himself or herself (Escalas & Bettman, 2003, p. 341). They are usually categorized as either membership, aspirational, or out-group-based (White & Dahl, 2006). Both membership and aspirational reference groups are positively viewed by the consumer, in that she can identify with both groups and see them both as attractive (White & Dahl, 2006). The difference, however, is that a membership group is one to which the consumer perceives she actually belongs, whereas an aspirational group is one to which the consumer aspires to become a part of but does not actually belong to at present (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). Researchers tend to position human brands as solely part of a consumer’s aspirational group (Choi & Rifon, 2012; Escalas & Bettman, 2003), idols to be looked up to as a reflection of an idealized version of the self and belonging to a different but desirable group of individuals.
While considering the aspirational element of a human brand is not incorrect, central to my thesis is the argument that limiting the scope to the purely aspirational is overly narrow. Instead, I believe that consumers consider both the aspirational and membership facets of a human brand when assessing the quality of their relationship. Put another way, I am arguing that part of consumers’ assessments of human brands relates to the degree to which those human brands appear to fit with the consumers’ actual peer groups and how well those human brands reflect the attitudes and values of actual friends. There are several reasons why both aspirational and membership reference group perspectives should matter:

The growing popularity of both reality television and non-traditional media such as YouTube has increased the range of individuals seen as human brands (Keel & Natarajan, 2012), and the expanding popularity of blogs, Reddit, Twitter, and so forth has enlarged the breadth and depth of information those human brands are sharing with consumers (Escalas & Bettman, 2015). Consumers view current human brands as relatable, and feel that they can form closer, more personal connections with these individuals (Moss, 2014). The result of this relatability is that consumers may view today’s human brands as not only idols but also potentially as friends. I argue that this dual perspective on human brands as idols and friends has important implications for not only how effective those human brands are as endorsers, but also the underlying reasons why celebrity endorsers are persuasive.

Researchers have suggested that human brand endorsers are able to influence consumers via two different mechanisms tied to the value-expressive process: consumers buy endorsed products either to bolster their own egos or to enhance feelings of closeness and connection with the endorser (Park & Lessig, 1977). While these two processes have historically been grouped together under the larger “normative influences” label (Burnkrant & Cousineau, 1975; Childers & Rao, 1992), I argue that they speak to two different mechanisms which deserve differentiation and a clarifying framework. One possibility is the intrinsic-extrinsic affiliation motives continuum (Rempel, Holmes, & Zanna, 1985), which argues that individuals engage in interpersonal relationships for a host of reasons. An individual assesses how rewarding the interaction encounter was based on the specific benefits he was hoping to accrue from the exchange. At the intrinsic end of the spectrum are “we-based” motives for interacting, with a partner focused on both relationship parties equally. Examples of intrinsic affiliation motives include interacting with someone for the pleasure
of their company or the chance to find out more about that person. At the extrinsic end are “me-based” reasons for interacting, with a sole focus on the benefits or rewards linked back to the individual directly, absent any regard for the other individual. Examples of extrinsic affiliation motives include interacting with someone as a way of securing a better job, enhancing status in the community, and so forth (Rempel, et al., 1985).

Given that intrinsic affiliation motives speak to stronger feelings of connection or positive affect (Rempel, et al., 1985), it makes sense that they are reserved primarily for those individuals a consumer already feels close to, as they would a friend. Extrinsic affiliation motives, conversely, express a desire to copy or emulate as a way of bolstering the self (Rempel, et al., 1985), suggesting that the target needs to be someone seen as worthy of emulation in the first place, a somewhat different and better person than the current self. Linking the literatures on reference groups and affiliation motives suggests then that aspirational ratings should more strongly predict extrinsic affiliation motives, whereas membership ratings should more strongly predict intrinsic affiliation motives.

In addition, while I posit that both extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives may drive consumers to purchase goods endorsed by a human brand, I anticipate finding differences in the underlying strength of each motivation across several moderators. Of greatest interest is the sex of the consumer, given that literature has demonstrated that there are important sex-based differences in the relative strength of different interpersonal relationship expectations (Hall, 2011). Women are motivated to seek out and also offer their friends relationships built on trust, empathy, support, intimacy, and sharing – ideas congruent with intrinsic affiliation motives (Zarbatany, Conley, & Pepper, 2004). Men, conversely, are motivated to seek out friendships which offer specific agentic benefits such as status, prestige, and opportunities for self-advancement and self-improvement – ideas congruent with extrinsic affiliation motives (Geary, Byrd-Craven, Hoard, Vigil, & Numtee, 2003). Consumer relationships with human brands share many similarities to their interpersonal relationships (Derrick, Gabriel, & Hugenberg, 2009; Thomson, 2006), so it seems likely that the sex-based differences seen between males and females in their interpersonal relationship expectations holds for consumer-human brand relationships as well. Based on this, I anticipate that the sex of the consumer evaluating the ad moderates the relative importance
of extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motivation on predicting endorser effectiveness. Sex-based differences in value-expressive influences have yet to be examined in consumer behaviour, yet these findings would build on previous work which has highlighted the moderating role that sex plays on the relative persuasiveness of self-versus-other framing in advertising campaigns (e.g. Winterich, Mittal, & Ross Jr, 2009; Zhang, Feick, & Mittal, 2014).

I also explore whether adopting a reference group framework enables for any interesting extensions to previous work looking at the role of fit between the endorser and product being endorsed. Previous research has established that consumers look for a fit or match between characteristics of the endorser (e.g. attractiveness, expertise) and the product category being promoted (Kamins, 1990; Kang & Herr, 2006). When there is a perceived ‘match,’ such as an attractive endorser promoting a beauty product, the overall persuasiveness of the endorsement is enhanced (Kamins & Gupta, 1994). Whereas the research done to date has focused on traditional source characteristics, I extend this work by examining whether human brands can be classified as primarily ‘aspirational’ or ‘membership,’ and if so, if consumers try to match that classification with the self-congruence of the product being promoted. In particular, I argue that human brands who are rated by consumers more highly on the aspirational than membership dimension should be most effective when promoting products congruent with a consumer’s ideal-self, whereas those human brands who are rated more highly on the membership than aspirational dimension should be most effective when promoting products congruent with a consumer’s actual-self.

Finally, if I am arguing that positive evaluations on both aspirational and membership reference group dimensions contribute to overall endorser effectiveness, an important question worth exploring is how human brands can best increase their ratings on these two dimensions. Self-disclosure may hold the key. Research demonstrates that engaging in self-disclosure is effective at strengthening interpersonal relationships (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Aron, Melinat, Aron, Vallone, & Bator, 1997). Again, given the parallels between interpersonal relationships and consumer relationships with human brands, it stands to reason that self-disclosure might be beneficial for these relationships as well. Specifically, I
argue that human brands who engage in more extensive and personal self-disclosure with consumers will benefit from higher consumer reference group ratings than their more private human brand counterparts, which should subsequently increase their endorsement effectiveness.

In summary, throughout this dissertation I endeavor to answer the following research questions:

- Although researchers have characterized human brands as aspirational, the field has yet to use reference group ratings as a tool for assessing endorser effectiveness. Do aspirational ratings predict endorser persuasiveness? In addition, is there merit to considering not only the aspirational ratings associated with a human brand, but also the human brand’s membership ratings?

- Can human brands actually be seen as more akin to a friend than an idol, and if so, what is the impact of that shift on how consumers evaluate the products those human brands endorse?

- If reference group ratings are effective predictors of endorser potential, how do they exert their effects? Value-expressive reference group effects suggest two different underlying reasons consumers might be persuaded by celebrity endorsements: either to enhance their own egos or out of strong feelings of liking and connection for the endorser. How much do each of these mechanisms actually matter, and are there differences in the relative importance of each based on the sex of the consumer viewing the endorsement?

- Finally, if positive reference group ratings do predict endorser effectiveness, what can human brands do to enhance those ratings as a way of strengthening endorser potential?
The full theoretical model that I am testing in my dissertation is outlined in the figure below:

Note: all relationship pathways are positive

**Figure 1: General Theoretical Model**

My goal in this dissertation is to contribute to the literature on human brands and the factors which affect celebrity endorsement potential, an area which is currently understudied (Keel & Natarajan, 2012). I do so in several ways. To begin, I demonstrate that adopting a reference group framework to assessing a human brand’s endorser potential is of merit, and in particular, that consumer ratings on both aspirational and membership elements contribute to overall potential. I also provide clarity around how these reference group effects exert their influence, demonstrating that affiliation motives operating in interpersonal relationships also apply to consumer-human brand relationships and are a good way of operationalizing value-expressive influence. In addition, I find that sex differences seen in interpersonal relationship expectations also apply to consumer interactions with human brands, and impact the relative strength of different affiliation motives. Finally, I highlight an approach human brands can adopt to strengthen their reference group ratings and subsequently their persuasiveness as endorsers.

The remainder of my dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2 I review the literature and advance hypotheses. I also provide a detailed study overview, outlining how the studies I have completed correspond with the hypotheses being tested. In chapter 3, I present the four studies that I conducted using a mix of both structural equation modelling and experimental methodologies. Finally, in chapter 4, I provide additional discussion on
my findings as a whole, highlighting their contributions to the literature and also identifying additional avenues for investigation which build on this research platform.
Chapter 2

2 Literature Review and Hypothesis Development

2.1 Established Determinants of Endorser Effectiveness

Human brands are frequently used in advertising campaigns – a full quarter of all ads feature a celebrity endorser (Silvera & Austad, 2004) – suggesting that they are a popular marketing tool. The study of celebrity endorsers has evolved over time, with early research focusing on spokesperson source effects like attractiveness and credibility (Dholakia & Sternthal, 1977; Friedman & Friedman, 1979; Kahle & Homer, 1985; Ohanian, 1991) and how those source effects subsequently match-up or fit with the paired products being endorsed (Kamins, 1990; Kamins & Gupta, 1994; Kang & Herr, 2006). Researchers subsequently turned to exploring how the bundle of associated meanings tied to the endorser transferred to the goods being endorsed, arguing that simply measuring source effects on a unidimensional scale oversimplified the nuanced associations consumers formed with different human brands (Batra & Homer, 2004; McCracken, 1989; Miller & Allen, 2012). Most germane to the present research, however, is work investigating consumer-human brand relationships, often termed parasocial relationships, and the downstream benefits those relationships can have on endorser persuasiveness.

2.1.1 Parasocial Relationships: An Overview

First conceptualized over fifty years ago (Horton & Wohl, 1956), parasocial relationships are pseudo-relationships – intimacy at a distance – where audience members form one-sided friendships or bonds with individuals they see on television and in movies, read about in magazines, and listen to on the radio. These parasocial relationships can also be thought of as secondary object attachments (Horton & Wohl, 1956), and parasocial relationships have been studied using attachment theory as an organizing framework (Cole & Leets, 1999). Parasocial relationships develop and strengthen over time and with repeated exposure to a human brand (Perse & Rubin, 1989). Consumers place the highest importance on parasocial relationships that are expected to continue over the longer term, anticipating
greater companionship and lasting rewards (A. M. Rubin & Perse, 1987; R. B. Rubin & McHugh, 1987). As these parasocial relationships develop, consumers can come to feel increasingly connected to human brands, seeing them as old friends (R. B. Rubin & McHugh, 1987). Becoming attached to a favoured character can also happen as part of a larger connection consumers can form with television programs (Russell, et al., 2004).

Connecting with human brands provides many of the same benefits to consumers as do interpersonal relationships. For example, these relationships appear to help foster positive mental health and provide emotional support. One study found that participants made to suffer a self-esteem threat by recalling a fight with a close other were subsequently buffered from that threat when given the opportunity to reflect on a favoured television program and its characters, whereas participants who simply reflected on a television program that they had happened upon did not experience the same buffering benefits (Derrick, et al., 2009). The authors hypothesized that thinking about favoured characters and programs helped bolster participants’ feelings of belonging or connectedness, similar to what an encounter with actual friends would provide (Derrick, et al., 2009). Thus it appears that favourite human brands help consumers meet some of their fundamental psychological needs (Thomson, 2006). Indeed, consumers report becoming strongly attached to those human brands which satisfy both consumers’ need for autonomy (defined as “a person's need to feel that his or her activities are self-chosen, self-governed, and self-endorsed;” (Thomson, 2006, p. 106), and for relatedness (defined as “a person's need to feel a sense of closeness with others;” Thomson, 2006, p. 106). In these instances human brands appear to provide consumers with emotional support and security, consistent with the types of benefits provided by true interpersonal relationships (Hill, 1987).

2.1.2 Parasocial Relationships: Empirical Support

Parasocial relationship strength has relevance within the consumer behaviour context. It appears that just as consumers model their behaviours after favourite characters’ behaviours (Russell, et al., 2004), so too do they model character consumption patterns (Russell & Puto, 1999). Parasocial relationship strength seems to play a particularly important role in this effect. For example, one study looking at factors that predict the effectiveness of
product placements in the television sitcom context measured consumer parasocial relationship strength towards the featured character(s), consumer assessments of character attitudes towards the placed products used in the episode, and consumer assessments of the strength of association or fit between the placed products and characters. The results revealed that consumer parasocial relationship strength was a better predictor of subsequent consumer attitudes towards the placed products than either of the other two factors (Russell & Stern, 2006). These findings are consistent with those set in the product brand context, where researchers found that a consumer’s attachment to a focal brand was a better predictor of subsequent consumption behaviour than a consumer’s general attitudes towards that brand (Park, MacInnis, Priester, Eisingerich, & Iacobucci, 2010). It appears then that across both human and product brands consumer-brand relationship strength and the emotional connection that consumers form with brands are more predictive of consumption outcomes than measures of attitude strength. These results suggest that from a managerial perspective, there are benefits to selecting product endorsers with whom many consumers have strong emotional attachments, as opposed to simply positive attitudes. Interestingly, this approach seems somewhat at odds with what is commonly done in the marketplace, given the importance of more traditional attitudinal measures such as the Q Score to determine how consumers assess and relate to a variety of human brands as a way of selecting appropriate product endorsers (Luo, Chen, Han, & Whan Park, 2010).

Parasocial relationship theory provides an important starting point to a deeper exploration of consumer-human brand relationships, and how those relationships ultimately predict endorser effectiveness. However, in spite of its benefits, it is not without limitations as well. In particular, while the theory posits that audience members can come to form close relationships with human brands, it does not assess these relationships across any meaningful sub-categories. Specifically, parasocial relationship strength has historically been treated as a unidimensional construct, though scale measurement items meant to assess it appear to tap relatively disparate elements of overall relationship strength, ranging from physical attraction to feelings of friendship and goodwill, perceived interest in learning more about the human brand, and a desire for continued exposure to the human brand (A. M. Rubin & Perse, 1987).
One challenge that I have with a unidimensional conceptualization of consumer parasocial relationships is that it may be insufficient to capture the nuanced nature of how consumers view and assess their relationships with human brands, by adopting a simple valence-strength approach to measuring relationships. Just as the early source models were limited in utility by treating all source effects as unidimensional (for example, low to high attractiveness; McCracken, 1989) as opposed to acknowledging that the effects can be distinguished more finely (for example, cute versus sexy), so too is parasocial relationship theory. In particular, it fails to acknowledge that consumers may evaluate their relationships with human brands across a range of dimensions, as they would their interpersonal relationships.

Consumer behaviourists have long argued that consumer measures assessing brand relationships generally strive to capture a diverse range of relationship elements (Batra, Ahuvia, & Bagozzi, 2012; Fournier, 1998). For example, Fournier (1998) suggests that relationship dimensions such as the degree of commitment, intimacy, self-brand connections, and brand partner quality all influence consumer-brand relationships. Variations in each of these areas can lead to differences in how consumers view the brands, with the possibility for many different types of brand relationships (for example, “best friend,” “buddy,” or “fling;” Fournier, 1998). Given that human brands are simply “one of several operationalizations of the broader conceptualization of a brand” (Thomson, 2006, p. 104), it seems likely that human brand relationships could be similarly varied and assessed across several different dimensions. Simply measuring the degree of relationship strength between a consumer and human brands at a holistic level may thus be insufficient to adequately assess overall relationship strength or allow for accurate predictions on how effective different human brands will be as endorsers.

Overall, parasocial relationship theory provides an important starting point, as it establishes that consumers can form relationships with human brands, and that these relationships in many ways mirror those seen in true interpersonal relationships. It also demonstrates that as consumers come to form positive relationships with human brands, the effectiveness of those human brands as endorsers is also increased, suggesting that there are important benefits to strengthening these relationships accordingly. What it lacks, however, is a
greater delineation of aspects central to consumer-human brand relationships. Specifically, while researchers have clearly established that consumers can form both parasocial relationships (Perse & Rubin, 1989) and strong attachments (Thomson, 2006) with human brands, these are concepts that focus exclusively on the intensity of the relationship (e.g., low to high). This unidimensional approach to categorizing consumer-human brand relationships restricts our ability to anticipate when human brands will be effective endorsers, or what product types would be most appropriate for them to endorse based on how the consumer categorizes their relationship.

I believe one potentially effective solution to better assessing how consumers evaluate their relationships with human brand lies in the reference groups literature, which I hope to demonstrate provides a simple yet effective way to conceptualize these relationships. In addition, I will argue that the underlying motives that drive consumers to purchase products endorsed by human brands depends not only on how the specific endorsers are assessed across different reference group dimensions, but also the way consumers categorize the products being endorsed and also who the consumers are.

2.2 Reference Groups

I feel really lucky to be a model in the time of social media. We’re not just someone that a girl likes because she saw her once in a magazine. We get to be the models that people like because they like the same bands and pizza and mascara as us-that’s stuff that we can share through social media. I think that’s really cool.

- Model Gigi Hadid, signed to work with Maybelline due to the size of her Instagram and Twitter following, in an interview with Fashion, May 2015.
A reference group\(^2\) can be thought of as an individual or group of people who have a significant impact on the attitudes and behaviours of a consumer (Bearden & Etzel, 1982; Park & Lessig, 1977)\(^3\). The consumer turns to this reference group as a source of information and guidance on how to dress, which products to consume, what attitudes to hold, and so forth (Bearden, Netemeyer, & Teel, 1989). A reference group exerts its influence either when the consumer actively seeks out the group’s opinions and feedback on a particular choice decision, or when the consumer passively observes the reference group in a particular consumption context and mirrors his behaviours accordingly (Park & Lessig, 1977). Consumers form associations between specific reference groups and the brands that they use, linking the brands with many of the same meanings allocated to the reference groups themselves (Escalas & Bettman, 2005). As the consumers then construct or reinforce their own self-images, they consume brands linked to the reference groups with whom they identify. Some reference groups even exert their influence by showing the consumer what not to do, as in the case where a reference group is deemed an out-group by the consumer and the consumer attempts to disassociate accordingly (White & Dahl, 2006).

---

\(^2\) Reference groups literature has its foundations in the larger research stream focused on social identity theory, which examines how individuals categorize themselves in relation to specific groups of ‘others’ (Howard, 2000). According to identity theory, social groups are relational in nature, in that by being part of a social group, an individual can compare himself both within the group and against individuals outside of that group, along dimensions of value to that individual (Tajfel, 1982). This group either forms a basis of comparison against as a way of basing assessments of one’s own position, or as a basis by which to guide norms and values (Turner, 1991). As an extension, an individual’s social identity then is “that part of the individuals’ self-concept which derives from their knowledge of their membership of a social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional significance of that membership” (Tajfel, 1981, p. 255).

Individuals can have many different social identities – banker, parent, male – and the relative importance of each is malleable and dependent on situational and contextual factors (Reed II & Bolton, 2005). For example, by priming a particular relevant identity (such as athlete), consumers will be more influenced by advertising appeals which emphasize that identity-relevant aspect of a brand (Reed II, 2004). Identity theory research has primarily focused on studying differences between in-groups and out-groups (Howard, 2000), whereas I am interested in specifically examining differences between two types of in-groups: membership and aspirational. In addition, whereas the salience of different identities is clearly malleable based on priming and other contextual factors (Reed II & Bolton, 2005), I do not explore that facet in this dissertation. As such, I focus my literature review on the more narrow area of reference groups specifically, for expositional clarity and brevity.

---

\(^3\) Although the term reference group suggests more than one person, it can be thought of as an individual or referent other. Though I am positioning human brands as part of a consumer’s larger reference group as opposed to a solitary reference group entity, either could be technically accurate.
2.2.1 Reference Group Effects – Categorical Distinctions and Related Concepts

Reference groups have traditionally been divided into three different categories: membership groups, aspirational groups, and dissociative or out-groups\(^4\) (White & Dahl, 2006). Both membership and aspirational groups are thought of positively by the consumer, in that the consumer identifies with the groups and feels attracted to them. *The key distinction between the two is that a membership group is one to which a consumer is more likely to feel that they actually belong to* (so family, friends, and the like), *whereas an aspirational group is one to which a consumer aspires to belong to but is unlikely to be currently a member of* (for example, a “nerd” who aspires to be more like the “jocks”; Escalas & Bettman, 2003). Consumers see themselves as equal peers in their membership groups, and the other members their friends. These individuals are socially closer and, as a result, thought of in a more concrete, tangible way (Trope & Liberman, 2003). Conversely, aspirational groups are comprised of individuals consumers often see as superiors; individuals that consumers would hope to become friends with in the future, but do not see as friends in the present (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). The socially distant nature of aspirational groups suggests that they would be thought of on a more abstract level.

Thinking about the membership versus aspirational group distinction is somewhat akin to thinking about the actual versus ideal-self distinction highlighted in the self-concept literature. The self-concept refers to everything that a consumer thinks about himself, including all thoughts, actions, and beliefs as they relate to him (Sirgy, 1982). Within that all-encompassing self is both the self as the consumer thinks he really is (the actual self) and the self as the consumer wishes he could be (the ideal self; Sirgy, 1982). Given that the
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\(^4\) Dissociative groups are those that individuals actively try to differentiate from or avoid mimicking, as opposed to simply groups that have no impact on consumption whatsoever (Berger & Heath, 2007). They are not the focus of this current research. Note that recent marketing efforts have largely focused on contrasting in-group and out-group effects (e.g. Chan, Berger, & Van Boven, 2012; Escalas & Bettman, 2005; White & Dahl, 2006). In those instances, though technically in-groups contain both membership and aspirational groups, the focus is on membership groups specifically. Given I am contrasting the two types of in-groups specifically, I will not use the ambiguous label “in-group” in this thesis.
actual self reflects a consumer’s perceived reality of who he is and what he represents (Malär, Krohmer, Hoyer, & Nyffenegger, 2011), the consumer’s actual membership group should be linked back to a consumer’s actual self. Returning to the example used earlier, if a consumer thinks about his actual self as a “nerd,” his membership group should likewise consist of other “nerds.” The consumer would likely look and dress similarly to the others in his membership group, purchasing products consistent with what they do (Chan, et al., 2012). In that sense, then, individuals that form a consumer’s membership group should also be congruent with a member’s actual-self, since those people reflect a consumer’s day-to-day reality.

The ideal self, conversely, reflects who the consumer desires to become or who he aspires to be (Malär, et al., 2011). Given that it is an aspired-to ideal, it is somewhat abstract or hypothetical in nature, a “best possible scenario” of sorts. When reflecting upon this ideal self, the consumer likely includes in this fantasy relationships with members of his aspirational group. After all, if a consumer aspires to be a “jock” then it seems likely that part of this aspiration would be to have other “jocks” as friends. These aspirational others, then, are less likely to be congruent with an actual self, being instead more reflective of an ideal-self scenario.

### 2.2.2 The Relationship Between Aspirational and Membership Evaluations

Given that both aspirational and membership reference groups are highly regarded by consumers, one question that emerges is how the two are related. From a purely theoretical standpoint, it is worth reiterating that these two groups are conceptually distinct. Membership group assessments closely relate to the idea of “fit,” in that individuals in a membership group are a fit with the consumer’s current self. Put another way, the consumer sees himself as belonging to and fitting in with a membership group (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). Aspirational group assessments, conversely, speak to admiration from a distance, the idea of hoping to one day become more like individuals in the group, but seeing the current self as distinct and removed from that group (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). An individual could admire one of his friends, either globally or on specific traits, but if he
still sees that friend as a fit with his current self then the friend would enjoy higher membership ratings as opposed to aspirational ones.

In the purest theoretical sense, then, the aspirational versus membership distinction could be thought of as an “either/or” type division within the larger in-group category. A consumer is either actively part of a group or is not part of a group but wishes he was; the former situation is a membership group whereas the latter is an aspirational group and in that case the group is a membership one, or a consumer is not part of a group but wishes he was, and in that case the group is an aspirational one (White & Dahl, 2006). Escalas and Bettman (2003) took this approach when contrasting the relative importance that different active self-goals have on which reference group is more important to consumers.

Whereas the two groups should be orthogonal in nature, reality is no doubt murkier. Though researchers have yet to examined this issue either theoretically or empirically, I suspect that it is possible that individuals may rate others highly on both membership and aspirational group elements. For example, a doctoral student may think of senior faculty as akin to both his membership and aspirational group, depending on who he is comparing against and what aspects of the group he is focusing on. Compared with undergraduate students, senior faculty may feel more similar, given that they also engage in scholarly pursuits and share a similar profession. In addition, doctoral candidates frequently interact with senior faculty, encouraging greater membership associations. At the same time, senior faculty would also enjoy tenure, stable and established positions, and a strong publication track record, putting them in a group that the doctoral student likely hopes to become a part of in the future, but does not see himself as fitting with at present. Although this is only one example, there are no doubt countless situations where individuals view others as straddling both groups. It is interesting to note that in the same Escalas and Bettman (2003) study as mentioned above, the authors created the two distinct groups by creating a composite scale, in which participants first provided examples of groups and then assessed them on both
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5 Of course, individuals can also be rated low on both elements, which is suggestive that the group is an out-group (White & Dahl, 2006). Given that this is not a focus of my thesis I will not discuss this low-low scenario further.
their aspirational and membership elements. The authors then subtracted aspirational ratings from membership ones and eliminated any participant responses in which the composite fell at roughly the mid-point, as opposed to at one extreme or the other. The outcome of this process was that, of 171 original participants, data was only kept for 46, suggesting that 73% of participants rated the groups as relatively similar on both aspirational and membership elements, making a clear distinction challenging (Escalas & Bettman, 2003).

Other albeit weak support for the notion of the two being related comes from a study by Malär and colleagues (Malär, et al., 2011), which measured consumer ratings of product congruence with either the actual- or ideal-self. Although theoretically distinct concepts, it is easy to imagine that products could be deemed as congruent with both a consumer’s actual and ideal self (e.g. Apple products), and it is not surprising then that the authors found across two studies a strong positive correlation between the two factors (r = .62 and .75 respectively; Malär, et al., 2011). This is consistent with the argument that some products fit with both a consumer’s actual and aspirational identities (Reed II & Bolton, 2005), an argument which by extension suggests that human brands may be likewise linked with both aspirational and membership group identities.

A related but equally challenging question to address is how aspirational and membership ratings might interact. To this point, researchers have either positioned their work as examining the impact of membership groups on product consumption patterns (e.g. Bearden & Etzel, 1982; Chan, et al., 2012) or focused on aspirational groups (e.g. Batra & Homer, 2004; Choi & Rifon, 2012). In all these cases, however, the source is identified as belonging to one of the groups or the other, either explicitly or implicitly, as opposed to being measured along both the membership and aspirational dimensions. The only exception I know of is Escalas and Bettman (2003), and that research examined the ratings in a series of separate ANOVAs as opposed to in a combined manner. The loosely related study looking at product actual- and ideal-self congruence (Malär, et al., 2011) similarly focused on main effects only, and did not hypothesize or discuss any potential interaction effects. Via personal correspondence with the first author of that study (Malär, 2015), I have learned that no interaction effects were found, suggesting that if a product was rated
highly on both the actual- and ideal-self continuum no amplification benefits ensued. Extrapolating these results to the present context, though tenuous at best, similarly suggests that whereas positive ratings on both membership and aspirational elements associated with a human brand would benefit endorsement potential, these benefits should derive via main effects as opposed to any interaction.

2.2.3 Reference Groups and Product Evaluations - Empirical Support

The majority of marketing studies have focused on contrasting the effects of in-group versus out-group (Chan, et al., 2012; Escalas & Bettman, 2005; White & Dahl, 2006), as opposed to the relative effects of aspirational versus membership groups. As such, empirical support for between-group differences is scant. To begin, Escalas and Bettman (2003) investigated whether the degree to which a consumer forms a self-brand connection with a particular product was moderated by that consumer’s perception of fit between the brand in question and a relevant reference group. In this study the authors defined a self-brand connection as “the extent to which individuals have incorporated brands into their self-concept” (340). What they found was that when consumers perceived that a product brand was congruent with either an actual membership group or an aspirational group, the consumer was more likely to form a self-brand connection. As a main effect, perception of brand-reference group congruity was equally predictive of self-brand connections for both reference group types. In other words, consumer self-brand connections were strengthened when consumers perceived that the brand matched or fit well with either type of in-group, suggesting that both membership and aspirational reference group evaluations in regards to a particular brand may be influential factors in a consumer’s brand evaluations.

A second set of studies examined the degree to which perceptions of a product fit with actual or ideal self was predictive of emotional brand attachment (Malär, et al., 2011), defined as “the bond that connects a consumer with a specific brand and involves feelings toward the brand” (36). In this case, the researchers found that perceptions of congruence between a brand and a consumer’s actual self was predictive of brand attachment, whereas congruence between a brand and consumer’s ideal self was not. The authors theorized that the reason that products which represented a consumer’s ideal self did not foster feelings of
emotional brand attachment may be the result of consumers feeling disheartened, envious, or some other negative affective response when they reflect on their ideal self and realize that there is a discrepancy between the actual and ideal (Malär, et al., 2011). In essence, the negative affect resulting from any actual-ideal gaps cancelled out affective gains linked back to reflecting on products congruent with an imagined ideal self. In this case there was no explicit reference group involved in the study, though arguably participants may have formed a link between products congruent with an ideal self and with aspirational others, and between products congruent with an actual self and with membership others. Extrapolating somewhat, this research suggests that positive ratings of an endorser in regards to membership group elements may be stronger predictors of product evaluations than aspirational reference group elements, or at a minimum, at least as influential at predicting consumer associations with some paired brand as are aspirational ones.

2.2.4 Reference Group Effects and Human Brands

After spending the day with the talent and the fans, one thing was clear:
YouTube celebrities are accessible…these kids want to be friends with their fans. They all took the time to say hi, take selfies, and give hugs.

- Caroline Moss of Business Insider reporting on her experience at a YouTube convention, September 2014.

Researchers typically position human brands as exclusively representative of aspirational reference groups, as they are well-known, popular, high achieving, and attractive (Choi & Rifon, 2012). Human brands as endorsers are thought to “bring prestige to a [promoted] brand,” (Keel & Natarajan, 2012, p. 691) because they are often “a kind of exemplary, inspirational figure to consumers” (Choi & Rifon, 2012, p. 641). In this sense, then, human brands are conceptualized as modern day heroes that consumers seek out and idolize (Escalas & Bettman, 2015), somewhat akin to the gods of yesteryear. Although human brands have long been seen as aspirational, evaluating human brands as such and using aspirational ratings as a subsequent predictor of endorser effectiveness is not typically done
in the marketing literature\textsuperscript{6}. The one exception is a study which measured the degree to which a human brand matched a consumer’s ideal self, finding that greater congruity increased evaluations of that human brand as an endorser (Choi & Rifon, 2012).

In many ways, simply considering how aspirational a human brand is makes intuitive sense. After all, human brands are well-known as a result of some type of achievement or skill, and the exclusive nature of fame suggests that while many desire it very few actually achieve it. For example, many human brands possess some type of skill (such as exceptional athletic ability, strong acting skills, a beautiful voice), while others are famous as a result of their unique beauty or enviable achievements in business or politics. Celebrity status has traditionally been reserved for a very few elite individuals – stars such as Elizabeth Taylor or Audrey Hepburn – who for the most part were seen as elusive, glamorous, and above all, unique and special.

However, the last decade has also seen a variety of significant social and cultural shifts which suggest that consumers may be assessing the degree to which human brands conform with both consumers’ aspirational and membership groups. To begin, there is a recent shift in who is classified as a human brand (Keel & Nataraajan, 2012). For example, “[r]eality television programs featuring “ordinary” people are supplanting traditional television sitcoms that hired expensive professional actors…. [and] with social media tools such as YouTube and Blogger, anybody can be “a web-based reality star” (La Ferla, 2010) and achieve Warhol’s “15 minutes of fame” (Keel & Nataraajan, 2012, p. 697). Entire conferences and conventions are now popping up around the world, where interested fans can have a chance to meet and interact with their favourite YouTube stars, individuals unknown to most but very popular amongst their loyal fans (Moss, 2014). These human brands have emerged via nontraditional routes, and are often seen as more accessible and relatable to consumers (Moss, 2014).

\textsuperscript{6} One could argue that the ideas tied to aspirational reference groups are captured to some extent in concepts such as source attractiveness and credibility, though from my perspective they are quite different. For example, I might view a human brand as credible in regards to promoting vehicles, and yet have no desire to become more like him. Likewise, I might view someone as quite attractive, yet find her unlikeable and again non-aspirational.
In addition to an increasing range of individuals now seen by consumers as human brands, changes are occurring in how human brands interact with consumers. For example, many human brands now engage in active social media campaigns as a way of creating connections with consumers (Escalas & Bettman, 2015). Perhaps inspired by the way in which nontraditional human brands are creating connections with consumers, there is a rise in celebrity blogs even amongst Hollywood A-listers, which offer interested consumers a chance to interact on a more personal level with human brands. While many blogs have some commercial element to them – such as Gwyneth Paltrow’s GOOP – they can nonetheless “show us that celebrities are just regular people with problems, dreams, and thoughts not unlike our own” (Burns, 2009, p. 49). Similarly, many human brands seem to be actively trying to position themselves as accessible and similar to “everyday people,” using social media platforms to post pictures and videos depicting themselves in a variety of mundane and relatable scenarios such as shopping, eating, sleeping, spending time with their families, and so forth. When human brands try to actively foster closer and more familiar relationships with consumers, I believe that the result is higher ratings for those human brands along the membership dimension of reference groups. In sum, I posit that both aspirational and membership ratings impact the strength of consumer-human brand relationships.

There is some support for this notion; for example, items in the parasocial relationship scale appear to tap both aspirational dimensions of consumer-human brand relationships (such as proximity seeking) and also membership dimensions (such as regarding the human brand akin to a friend; Perse & Rubin, 1985). In addition, as I argued earlier, in interpersonal relationships many individuals appear to identify social groups as belonging to some degree in both categories (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). It seems reasonable to expect that parasocial relationships mimic interpersonal ones in this case as well. Since both reference group ratings are indicative of positive in-group type relationships, and stronger parasocial relationships between consumers and human brand enhance subsequent endorser effectiveness (Russell & Stern, 2006), it seems likely that both aspirational and membership ratings are positive predictors of endorser persuasiveness.
As discussed in an earlier section, no research in interpersonal relationships has investigated the relationship between membership and aspirational reference group ratings, nor whether any interaction effects exist. The same is true for the human brands literature in particular. As such, I have no theoretical reason for predicting any type of interaction effect. Instead, I propose that given both membership and aspirational reference groups have a positive impact on attitudes and behaviours, it seems reasonable that when a human brand is rated more positively across either dimension, that human brand’s persuasiveness as an endorser will increase accordingly. Put another way, I predict that positive aspirational ratings will benefit endorser effectiveness, as will membership ratings. More formally:

\[ H1a: \text{Aspirational ratings will positively predict endorser effectiveness.} \]

\[ H1b: \text{Membership ratings will positively predict endorser effectiveness.} \]

2.3 Reference Group Effects – Types of Influence

Both aspirational and membership ratings reflect the strength of association with a particular type of reference group. Previously I argued that consumer ratings of a human brand across both reference group categories subsequently impact that endorser’s effectiveness. The logical next step is to examine how reference group effects exert their influence; in essence, exploring why aspirational and membership ratings matter at all from a persuasion standpoint. Reference group influence can be sub-divided into three distinct categories: informational, utilitarian, and value-expressive influences (Bearden, et al., 1989), though the latter two categories are often grouped together and re-labelled normative influences (Burnkrant & Cousineau, 1975). Informative reference group influence is the result of consumers striving to reduce the uncertainty in making a decision by seeking out information on the choice-set, usually provided by an individual or group who the consumer deems both credible and an expert in the area (Bearden & Etzel, 1982). One example of an informative reference group effect is the idea of reading product reviews written by experts.
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7 While I do not hypothesize an interaction effect, I will test for one in the studies and discuss the findings further.
prior to making a high-involvement purchase of something like a digital camera, in the case of an uninformed consumer. In this situation the individuals writing the reviews would be classified as a reference group of experts who the consumer is turning to for advice on which camera to purchase.

Utilitarian reference group influence stems from a desire on the part of the consumer to comply with the wishes of the reference group, in order to achieve rewards or avoid punishments (Park & Lessig, 1977). The expectation here is that the desired behaviour is explicitly stated or clearly ascertainable, in that the reference group would be able to determine directly whether the individual had behaved in the desired manner (Park & Lessig, 1977). In addition, the reference group must be seen as holding some power or control over the individual in terms of being able to either withhold rewards or administer punishments should the group’s wishes not be followed. For example, a new employee adopting the same manner of dress as other employees in an organization may do so as a way of fitting in with the group, so as not to attract negative attention or reprisals from management for being too casual or inappropriately dressed. In this case, the larger employee group is exerting a utilitarian reference group influence on the new hire.

Finally, value-expressive reference group effects arise out of a consumer’s desire to “enhance or support his self-concept” (Park & Lessig, 1977, p. 103) by associating with a particular group or even disassociating with one (White & Dahl, 2006). The consumer hopes that, by affiliating with the reference group, he can demonstrate who he is, who he is not, and what matters to him. My research on human brand endorsements will focus on this value-expressive influence, as celebrity endorsements are usually classified as value-expressive in approach (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). Value-expressive reference group effects exert their influence through two different processes. “First, an individual utilizes reference groups to express himself or bolster his ego. Second, an individual is influenced by a value-expressive reference group because of his simple affect (liking) for that group” (Park & Lessig, 1977, p. 103). The first approach suggests a mimicry based process which involves some degree of intention, in that the consumer is trying to imitate or follow the actions of a reference group as a way of feeling better about himself. This is consistent with much of the literature on reference group effects in marketing, and in particular with human
brands (Batra & Homer, 2004). Given that human brands are typically classified as aspirational, it makes sense that mimicking an aspirational reference group is one way for a consumer to bolster his ego or elevate feelings of self-worth (Escalas & Bettman, 2015).

The second mechanism, however, is affect-driven, suggesting that a consumer might affiliate with a reference group because of strong liking or attachment to the group. In this case, the consumer is “responsive to the reference group out of a feeling for it, not because of a desire to be associated with it” (Bearden & Etzel, 1982, p. 182). This speaks to a strong connection or bond with the reference group, and arguably a less conscious or less intentional mimicking effect. Research has provided support for the notion that consumers can come to form strong attachments with human brands (Thomson, 2006), suggesting that this attachment-based affiliation applies to human brands as well. Anecdotally this seems somewhat akin to close friends having similar preferences; part of this similarity could be attributed to these types of value-expressive influences amongst members. For example, your best friend wears yellow, and you in turn wear it simply because it reminds you of her.

2.3.1 Value-Expressive Effects – Two Different Mechanisms

The literature on reference group effects has historically lumped value-expressive effects together, irrespective of whether the motive is driven primarily by a desire to bolster one’s ego or a desire to connect more closely with another individual or a larger group. One of the downsides to integrating these two different motivations for explaining reference group effects under an umbrella term of “value-expressive” is that it obscures potentially interesting differences in relative influence of different reference group ratings on activating specific affiliation motives. For instance, reference group effects arising out of a strong liking or attachment to the group suggests a consumer views that reference group as comprised of close others, such as good friends, family, spouse, and so forth. The consumer is mirroring behaviours of the group for the sheer enjoyment of it or as a way of feeling closer or more connected to the group, without attempting to obtain rewards or benefits outside of the relationship (Rempel, et al., 1985). These close others would be made up of individuals, then, that the consumer frequently interacts with; in essence a group that the consumer already feels that he belongs with.
On the other hand, reference group effects arising out of a consumer’s desire to emulate the group in order to enhance his own sense of self or improve the self presented to others suggests that the consumer does not see the group as representing the self he already is. Instead, the group offers the consumer something that is seen as both positive and more socially distant, even something aspirational. The consumer is copying the group as a way of looking or feeling better about the self, suggesting that a self-presentational type motive is active (Hill, 1987; White & Dahl, 2006) and that the focus is on ‘me’ as opposed to ‘we.’ The consumer would mimic the group in this case not because it is one he is part of already, but rather because it is a group the consumer hopes to become a part of.

To clarify, though researchers to date have not differentiated value-expressive reference group effects based on how positively an individual or group is rated on both the aspirational and membership dimensions, I anticipate finding that each dimension impacts the strength of value-expressive reference group effects in different ways. Specifically, as membership ratings towards a reference group increase, so too should feelings of attachment and liking, and a stronger desire to connect with the group. Positive membership ratings should primarily operate via the value-expressive element aimed at mimicking a reference group as a way of feeling closer and more connected. Conversely, as aspirational ratings towards a reference group increase, then, so too should the likelihood that a consumer mimics that group for ego-boosting reasons. Positive aspirational ratings should primarily operate via the value-expressive element aimed at enhancing one’s image.

In order to better determine whether there are actual differences in the relative importance of these two underlying value-expressive motives based on differences in aspirational and membership ratings, it is crucial to have some vehicle for operationalizing both motives. I turn now to affiliation motives, as they offer important insights into why individuals seek out interpersonal relationships and how the benefits of these relationships are typically classified.
2.4 Affiliation Motivation

She is really funny... :) And so genuine. I love it when she is on Ellen. It seems Jennifer Aniston has no problem laughing at herself and poking holes in outrageous stories about her. I just think she is the kind of person who would help you pick out a cantaloupe at Whole Foods and just be a normal person while doing it. :)

- Fan comment on Huffington Post website in response to Jennifer Aniston’s Smart Water advertisement, which depicts her pregnant with triplets in an effort to poke fun at tabloid claims.

All individuals have an innate desire for social contact, a need to develop and maintain meaningful, long-term relationships with others (Hill, 1987). This drive to form social connections or bonds may have arisen because of the potential evolutionary benefits it offered, as forming strong relationships and connections with a close group of others provides opportunities for reproduction, sharing of resources, and enhanced protection from predators (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). This universal need to seek out peer interactions has been termed affiliation motivation (Hill, 1987) or a need to belong (Baumeister & Leary, 1995), and speaks not only to the drive individuals have to establish and maintain relationships with others but also the motivation individuals have to repair damaged relationships (Atkinson, Heyns, & Veroff, 1954). When someone feels that they are not experiencing the degree of social connection or contact with others they desire, this deficiency leads them to seek out additional contact opportunities (O'Connor & Rosenblood, 1996). Researchers suggest that the need to affiliate with others is fundamental, surpassing simple “wants,” in that humans experience negative psychological consequences when the need is not met (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).
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8 My research is limited in scope to same-sex interpersonal relationships (often termed peer relationships; Vigil, 2007), devoid of a romantic component. Although affiliation motives are not restricted to same-sex relationships, given my focus for the large part I will also limit my literature review and discussions to that segment accordingly.
When individuals do interact with others, a range of benefits ensue. The types of benefits an individual hopes to receive when interacting with another or group of others is primarily influenced by the underlying affiliation motivation at the time of social contact, and can be broadly categorized as intrinsic, instrumental, or extrinsic (Rempel, et al., 1985).

2.4.1 Intrinsic, Extrinsic, and Instrumental Affiliation Motivations

Why do individuals enjoy interacting with others? Is it for the pleasure of their company, to stave off boredom, or even as a way to show off? The simple answer to the question is that any of the above reasons – along with a host of others – are all valid explanations for why someone might seek out interaction opportunities (Hill, 1987). What motivates someone to seek out companionship with others depends on what rewards or benefits that individual is hoping to accrue through the process. The degree to which an interpersonal interaction is deemed satisfying, in turn, depends on how well it provides the individual with the hoped-for benefits (Rempel, et al., 1985).

Several researchers have looked at the underlying motives for affiliation, which can be broadly classified along a continuum anchored on one side as intrinsic motives and the other as extrinsic (Rempel, et al., 1985). Intrinsic motives (also termed expressive to reflect the emotionally expressive elements involved in an intrinsically-oriented relationship; Grayson, 2007; Price & Arnould, 1999) can best be thought of as ‘we’-based, in that both parties are motivated to interact because of the rewards they obtain directly as a result of engaging in the relationship with the other partner (Rempel, et al., 1985). For example, individuals are intrinsically motivated to affiliate with someone when they do so simply to experience the pleasure of another person’s company or enjoy the feeling of closeness with another (Rempel, et al., 1985). In this orientation, the focus is not on one member of the dyad specifically, but rather on how both parties can help and benefit each other, making this the most selfless of the affiliation motives. Perhaps not surprisingly then, individuals will naturally assign intrinsic affiliation motives to their interactions with their closest others (such as romantic partners; Seligman, Fazio, & Zanna, 1980). Intrinsic affiliation motives are also most congruent with the idea that individuals interact with close others out
of an “affective concern for each other’s welfare” (Baumeister & Leary, 1995, p. 497), because intrinsically-oriented affiliation motives are affectively-driven.

At the other end of the spectrum are extrinsic motives (also termed instrumental; Price & Arnould, 1999, though note that this idea of instrumentality differs from Rempel et al. 1985’s conceptualization to be discussed later). Extrinsic motives are self-focused or ‘me’-based, in that the individual seeks out social interactions with a relationship partner purely for the benefits that can be linked back to the self. In addition, the focus is on benefits outside of the relationship dyad, though obtained via the interaction. For example, interacting with someone as a way of increasing one’s social status with others is an extrinsic affiliation motive. In that instance, an individual is not interested in what the other can do for him or her directly, but rather how the interaction can help better position him or her in the eyes of others outside of the relationship (Rempel, et al., 1985). Similarly, an individual befriending someone because the other is well-connected in a community of interest is another example of extrinsic affiliation motivation. Again, the perceived rewards achieved through the relationship are not only self-focused, but also link back to some third party. In laymen’s terms, extrinsic motivations are somewhat akin to “using someone” for personal gain. In that way, extrinsic affiliation motivation appears to lack sincerity or authenticity, in that someone is hoping to get something from the other without concern for the other, or even feeling the need to repay them. Whereas both extrinsic motivations and exchange-based relationships lack genuine affection, at least the latter assumes some degree of reciprocity between relationship partners (Grayson, 2007).

Somewhere in the middle lies instrumental motivation, a motive to affiliate with someone because of the perceived benefits to the self inside the relationship (Rempel, et al., 1985). This motivation is again ‘me’-focused, consistent with an external motivation, in that the focus on interacting with someone is around the rewards that they can provide the self. The difference is that instrumental motives look at the rewards obtained to the self via the relationship partner directly. For example, one might befriend someone else as a way to pass time or for help with homework. In both cases the goal is self-related (fight boredom or strengthen one’s school abilities), and yet the scope of the relationship reward is limited to the relationship dyad. No outside third-party benefits are considered in this situation.
2.4.2 Extending the Affiliation Motivation Distinction

The intrinsic-extrinsic distinction is a helpful one, as much of the additional research done on affiliation motivation can arguably be classified as primarily falling into one of the two categories. For example, research attempting to integrate a host of literature on the topic suggested that four underlying affiliation dimensions exist, driving affiliation motivation based on differences in perceived interaction rewards (Hill, 1987). According to this framework, people deem a social interaction rewarding when it provides: 1 - positive stimulation, 2 - emotional support or sympathy, 3 - the potential to enhance feelings of self-worth through praise from others, and 4 - the opportunity to reduce ambiguity in a situation by comparing oneself to others (Hill, 1987). Although not explicitly stated as such, the idea of seeking out relationship partners purely for the positive stimulation provided by the interaction closely mirrors the idea of intrinsic motivation, whereas seeking out relationship partners as a way of feeling better about oneself through support, praise, and attention suggests a more instrumental or even extrinsic motivation. According to the Hill (1987) model, situational and dispositional factors will dictate which underlying motivational dimension is salient at a particular point in time. For example, if someone is placed in a novel and uncertain situation, such as a new job, he might volunteer to work on group projects so that he can assess his performance and adapt accordingly by mirroring his peers. Regardless of the motivation, the linking factor across all four dimensions and congruent with other models, is that people consistently assess their interactions with others based on how rewarding they perceive it to be.

2.4.3 Malleable Affiliation Motivations

Most behaviours can be seen as reflecting a variety of potential underlying affiliation motives. For example, if two friends socialize frequently, and one also helps the other with homework on a periodic basis, is the individual who receives the homework help motivated to maintain the relationship for intrinsic or instrumental reasons? Some researchers have suggested that “the friendship role includes the expectation for an exclusively intrinsic orientation” (Grayson, 2007, p. 122). However, a little self-reflection should reveal that most relationships are not quite so black and white, with many offering both intrinsic and
instrumental rewards. For example, a spouse provides the opportunity to enjoy the other’s company and the chance to engage in a host of ‘we’-based activities, but may also offer individual partners the chance for sexual satisfaction, financial stability, and a sharing of duties – all self-focused benefits. Likewise, “friendships originate in settings in which cooperation and friendly relations serve instrumental goals” (Price & Arnould, 1999, p. 39), again suggesting that relationships can have some fluidity in terms of underlying motivations. Within the business world, this conflict between instrumental and intrinsic motives has been described as “a key tension” (Price & Arnould, 1999, p. 39). It is perhaps not surprising then that scales meant to capture each orientation show a moderate degree of correlation between intrinsic and instrumental motives, as well as a more minor correlation between instrumental and extrinsic measures (e.g. correlation of .48 and .3 respectively; Rempel, et al., 1985, p. 107). These correlations suggest that there are frequently situations where individuals interact with others for both intrinsic and instrumental reasons, and also situations where individuals interact with others for both instrumental and extrinsic reasons.

Researchers also suggest that affiliation motives are malleable, and have demonstrated that they can be experimentally manipulated. For example, one study looking at dating partners had individual partners reflect on the activities and behaviours they had engaged in with the other party, and then rank a list of reasons that they had engaged in those activities (Seligman, et al., 1980). One group was shown a list of intrinsically-oriented activities (e.g., because of having a good time together or shared common interests) and the other group was shown a list of extrinsically-oriented ones (e.g., because friends think more highly of person as a result). When participants then rated their partners, those primed to make extrinsically-oriented attributions reported decreased feelings of love compared to either the control or the intrinsically-oriented groups (Seligman, et al., 1980). By making external motives for interacting with the relationship partner salient, people modified their affectively-oriented ratings about the partners downwards accordingly. This suggests that people are not clear on what their affiliation motives are all of the time, again likely a result of the fact that the same behaviours can have internal or external attributions (Rempel, et al., 1985). It also suggests that priming a consumer on the extrinsically-oriented benefits
associated with an interaction may lessen that consumer’s confidence in the strength of his initial intrinsic motivation for the interaction.

### 2.4.4 Affiliation Motivation and Human Brands

Consumer-human brand relationships have not yet been examined using the intrinsic-extrinsic framework. For example, researchers have demonstrated that consumers who are more connected with their favourite television programs often imitate their favourite characters and model their own behaviours accordingly (Russell, et al., 2004), which is one of the reasons why product placements has become such a popular tool for advertisers hoping to boost product sales (Russell & Stern, 2006). By extension, websites have sprouted up specifically to help consumers search by television show and episode to locate the exact clothing and accessories worn by characters on the show (for example, wornontv.net). What is missing, however, is clarity around whether this modelling of consumption patterns after characters is done by consumers as a way of bonding with the character (an intrinsic motivation), as a way of appearing stylish to others outside the dyad (an extrinsic motivation), or even whether the motivation differs depending on the consumer and context.

Parasocial relationship theory also lacks a clear focus on the underlying motivation driving consumers to form pseudo-relationships with human brands. Given that parasocial relationships are defined as “affective interpersonal involvement with media personalities” (A. M. Rubin & Perse, 1987, p. 254, italics added), it seems reasonable to extrapolate that consumers might affiliate with human brands for more intrinsic than extrinsic reasons. However, scale items meant to assess the construct of parasocial relationship strength do not speak to the “why” behind these relationships. For example, the scale asks participants to rate the extent that they look forward to watching their favourite human brands on television. It could be argued, however, that the reasons a consumer might look forward to watching their favourite shows are incredibly varied, and range significantly along the intrinsic-extrinsic continuum. It could be as a means of connecting with a character, to pass the time, or even to have something to talk to coworkers about the next day. Only some of these reasons would actually indicate a close relationship with a character. Indeed, if
consumers really do view their relationships with liked human brands somewhat similarly to their interpersonal relationships, it seems most logical to assume that they affiliate with human brands for a host of reasons, some of which are more intrinsic and others extrinsic. This assertion reinforces the idea that parasocial relationship theory may be insufficient to fully explore consumer-human brand interactions.

2.4.5 Implications of Affiliation Motivation on Reference Groups

Recall that close friendships are primarily intrinsically-oriented (Grayson, 2007; Seligman, et al., 1980). For example, priming people to identify intrinsically-oriented benefits to associating with a loved one has no impact on feelings of love over baseline, whereas priming people to identify extrinsically-oriented benefits significantly decreases feelings of love (Seligman, et al., 1980). These findings suggest that consumers default to intrinsic motives when associating with close others, suggesting a positive correlation between relationship strength and the intrinsic-side of the affiliation motivation continuum.

There are a variety of situations, however, in which individuals could be extrinsically motivated when seeking out interpersonal interactions. For example, if a consumer faces a blow to his self-esteem, he will look for ways to repair that self-esteem and feel better about himself (Leary, 2007). Interacting with others specifically to gain in social status or by making new connections would be one means by which that consumer could repair his damaged self-esteem. Similarly, someone could experience boredom, and actively seek out interaction opportunities as a way of staving off this boredom, by meeting new people and engaging in new activities. Given that close others are typically sought out for primarily intrinsic rewards, then it stands to reason that a subset of socially distant others are more likely targets when someone has an extrinsic affiliation motive active. Put another way, if close others offer intrinsic benefits, some other group of individuals need to be available to offer extrinsic benefits as the need arises, which should de facto be deemed more distant.

There also appears to be some degree of aspiration inherent in many of the questions meant to assess extrinsic affiliation motives. For example, if someone interacts with a relationship partner so that others can envy her, it stands to reason that the relationship partner would
need to be an enviable one to begin with. Similarly, if someone interacts with a peer as a way to meet new and interesting people, the interaction partner chosen would have to be liked by interesting people to start with. If not, then the interaction simply should not be judged as rewarding. Inherent in the idea of extrinsic motivation, then, is that the peer pursued is seen by the individual as offering a host of enviable benefits (attractive, wealthy, well-connected, and so forth). This suggests that when extrinsic affiliation motives are salient, individuals associate not only with socially less-close others, but also those who are perceived favourably and in a somewhat aspirational light.

To reiterate, intrinsic affiliation motives are tied to socially-close others, whereas extrinsic motives appear tied to less socially-close others who may be admired or seen as aspirational in some way. I posit that as membership ratings increase for a particular group, then, so too does the intrinsic motivation to affiliate with that group. Similarly, as aspirational ratings increase for a particular group, so too does the extrinsic motivation to affiliate with that group. Stated formally:

\[
H2a: \text{ The effects of both membership and aspirational ratings on endorser effectiveness will be mediated by affiliation motives.}
\]

\[
H2b: \text{ Aspirational ratings will predict extrinsic affiliation motives to a greater extent than intrinsic affiliation motives.}
\]

\[
H2c: \text{ Membership ratings will predict intrinsic affiliation motives to a greater extent than extrinsic affiliation motives.}
\]
2.5 Moderating Effects of Sex\(^9\) on Affiliation Motives

2.5.1 Evolutionary Differences in Sex and Relationships

While both men and women affiliate with others for both the extrinsic and intrinsic benefits such interaction encounters confer, I also expect to find differences in the frequency and strength of affiliation motives between the sexes. These differences may be attributable, at least partially, to sex-based evolutionary differences (Geary, et al., 2003; Vigil, 2007). In particular, they may be a result of systematic differences in the migration patterns adopted by our male and female ancestors, and the consequences of these differences on shaping how the sexes went about developing and maintaining friendships. According to Geary and colleagues (2003), “philopatry, or the tendency of members of one sex to stay in the birth group and members of the other sex to migrate to another group, provides an important frame for understanding the social ecology of human evolution” (450). Researchers believe that females have been historically displaced from their own families to a much greater extent than men as a result of partnering up with a mate for reproductive purposes, since it was typically the female that migrated from her family to her partner’s family group (S. E. Taylor et al., 2000). While females left their own protective and supportive family environments to join their male partners, the male partners were spared this transition, instead remaining sheltered within their own family-based clans and coalitions.

There were several downstream consequences to these sex-specific migration patterns, many of which appear to have shaped modern day sex-based differences in friendship expectations. To begin, men were able to remain in coalitions with other male kin-members, a situation which typically conferred a greater degree of inherent support, lower expectations for reciprocity, and less aggression and hostility (Geary, et al., 2003). Women, conversely, were forced to purposefully seek out and build non-kin coalitions –

---

\(^9\) Please note that although gender or gender identity is the predominant term used in recent marketing literature, corresponding studies have nevertheless used biological sex as a proxy for gender identity (Winterich, et al., 2009; Zhang, et al., 2014). Given that I also use biological sex and the term gender refers more to the lifestyle roles an individual adopts whereas sex refers to the biological anatomy an individual has (Prince, 2005), I use the term sex as opposed to gender throughout this thesis for clarity and accuracy.
typically with other females who had also been displaced from their birth families – in order to ensure that their own needs and the needs of offspring were met (Vigil, 2007). This unbalanced pattern of migration resulted in women developing specific approaches and mechanisms towards friendship creation and maintenance not adopted by men to the same degree, including a friendship orientation which emphasized sharing, mutual support, empathetic understanding, and so forth (coined "tend and befriend," as opposed to the traditional male "fight or flight" response; S. E. Taylor, et al., 2000). Violations to these shared social norms around friendship and support were not tolerated amongst the female non-kin coalitions to the same degree as they were the male kin-based coalitions, suggesting that females were more likely to adhere to and reinforce the socially prescribed rules around friendship.

Other male-specific factors also appeared to shape modern-day friendship expectations. For example, the males primarily engaged in larger group activities such as hunting or exploration, which necessitated having some type of organizing system for the group. This was achieved via an established leadership structure and hierarchy. Conflicts between group members as to position and rank were settled via conflict and competition, and when resolved the group remained relatively stable (Hall, 2011). Since the end goal of these coalitions was usually purposeful (i.e., to successfully hunt some type of prey or raid a competing tribe), there were also clear benefits to associating with group members who possessed superior skills such as leadership, physical strength, intelligence, and so forth (Geary, et al., 2003; Vigil, 2007). In addition, peers with superior skills and abilities provided males with both instruction and rehearsal opportunities, enabling them to enhance their own skills and rank in the group (Zarbatany, et al., 2004). The direct and indirect benefits of associating with superior others resulted in men placing a greater emphasis on friendships with individuals who could offer them some type of benefit. As a result, whereas females valued equality in their same-sex relationship partners, males preferred superior same-sex friendship partners, primarily because they viewed these partners as conferring benefits back to the self (Vigil, 2007).
2.5.2 Current Differences in Sex-Based Relationships

Recall from the discussion above that displacement and migration necessitated females building strong coalitions with other non-kin females, based on the ideas of sharing, support, and reciprocity. Males, conversely, remained in their kin groups, and the large-group activities they engaged in encouraged friendship coalitions based on the perceived benefits that superior others could offer the self. Assuming these patterns remained stable over time, it stands to reason that there should be differences in modern-day friendship expectations based on sex. Specifically, these differences should manifest in not only how people go about forming friendships but also what friendship elements are most valued in a peer group member. Literature suggests that this is the case. For example, several studies have demonstrated that although both men and women value intimacy in a same-sex relationship and see it as important to friendship development, women are better able to actually achieve intimacy than are male counterparts. Females are more willing to disclose personal and private information and engage in greater personal sharing with relationship partners than males (Caldwell & Peplau, 1982; Fehr, 2004; Reisman, 1990). As a result, female friendships are closer and more intimate than are male friendships.

Another sex-based distinction focuses on the relative weight or priority that men and women place on different friendship benefits. Results of a large meta-analysis of the friendship literature found that across studies females and males differ across relationship sub-dimensions in terms of their relationship expectations (Hall, 2011). In particular, females have greater expectations of symmetrical reciprocity, which includes relationship aspects such as loyalty, support, and trustworthiness, as well as communion, which includes relationship aspects such as emotional availability, empathy, and self-disclosure. Men, conversely, have greater agency expectations, actively regarding “friends as objects from which benefits [such as personal or financial resources, social status and connections, and so forth; Vigil, 2007] can be derived” (Hall, 2011, p. 727). Men appear to place a greater emphasis on the more instrumental aspects of friendship than women (Aukett, Ritchie, & Mill, 1988), actively seeking out friendship opportunities which enable them to bolster self-prominence in a peer group (Zarbatany, et al., 2004). In sum it appears sex-based friendship differences persist, with females having higher expectations of reciprocity,
support, and self-disclosure than males, who conversely have higher expectations of rewards and self-focused benefits than females.

2.5.3 Sex Differences in Marketing Literature

Sex has been examined across a range of areas in the marketing literature, including the role it plays in shaping consumer response to different advertising techniques (e.g. Dahl, Sengupta, & Vohs, 2009; Fisher & Dubé, 2005; Noseworthy, Cotte, & Lee, 2011), how sex shapes shopping expectations and behaviours (Fischer & Arnold, 1990; Fisher & Dubé, 2005), and most germane to this thesis, how sex roles shape consumer behaviours (e.g. Brunel & Nelson, 2000; Meyers-Levy, 1988; Winterich, et al., 2009; Zhang, et al., 2014). Sex-role based research focuses on the differences between men and women regarding their underlying goals, arguing that males are more focused on agentic goals such as assertiveness, control, and self-efficacy, whereas females are more focused on communal goals such as interpersonal connection and harmony with others (Bakan, 1966; Meyers-Levy, 1988). Extending this into the realm of marketing, researchers have focused on how this self versus other orientation impacts a host of consumer behaviours.

For example, Meyers-Levy (1988) found that advertising appeals highlighting other-oriented benefits are more persuasive for females than males, whereas males are most persuaded by appeals highlighting self-oriented benefits. In addition, females are more likely to take into account others’ feedback when making product evaluations than are males, suggesting that the other’s perspective matters more for females at a range of consumer decision-points. Similar results were seen when studying the effectiveness of different messages soliciting charitable donations. Appeals which highlight the self-oriented benefits of donating to a specific charity are most persuasive for male consumers, whereas appeals highlighting the other-oriented benefits of donating are most effective for female consumers (Brunel & Nelson, 2000; Winterich, et al., 2009). Finally, word-of-mouth literature has also found sex-based differences in the relative importance of self and other considerations. Specifically, research shows that females are more willing to share negative product experiences with close others than are males, even when the sharing of those negative experiences might cast them in a negative light (Zhang, et al., 2014). The
authors posited that this greater willingness to disclose on the part of females, in spite of the risk of looking foolish, is due to a greater other-focused orientation.

Although the self-other distinction seen across a range of marketing contexts is not situated in interpersonal relationships per se, it nevertheless has clear links back to the extrinsic-intrinsic affiliation motives literature. Recall from an earlier section that intrinsic affiliation motives are ‘we’-based, in that the benefits from the interaction encounter are viewed as communal, or shared between both parties. Consideration for the other person in the relationship dyad is central to the encounter. Extrinsic affiliation motives, conversely, are purely ‘me’-based, in that the only partner of focus in the dyad is the self (Rempel, et al., 1985). Linking that back to the self-other distinction suggests that adopting a self-focus is congruent with seeking extrinsic affiliation rewards, whereas adopting an other-focus is congruent with seeking intrinsic affiliation rewards. Extrapolating from the existing marketing research into the present domain suggests that male and female affiliation motives should differ. Specifically, males should be more likely to value affiliation opportunities that confer self-based benefits, whereas females should value affiliation opportunities that confer both self and other-based benefits.

In summary, it appears that while both men and women seek out and value close interpersonal friendships, females are better able to obtain them than males. This is largely due to their willingness and superior ability to engage in empathic understanding, intimate self-disclosure, and ongoing support with a peer relationship partner (Fehr, 2004; S. E. Taylor, et al., 2000). In addition to their relationship abilities, however, women also have greater expectations around ideas of support, loyalty, trustworthiness, and self-disclosure in a same-sex relationship than do men (Hall, 2011). Men, conversely, value peer relationship partners who provide them with agency-related benefits to a greater extent than do females, and seek out friendships which offer something by way of tangible reward (Geary, et al., 2003). From a marketing perspective, men appear to find advertising most compelling when it focuses on self-based benefits, whereas females are most persuaded when at least some of the benefits centre on others (Winterich, et al., 2009). Thought these differences may have originated as a result of sex-based differences in displacement patterns amongst our ancestors, the findings appear to remain relevant in today’s society.
Sex-based differences have potentially important implications to my own research, and in particular on the relative strength of both extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives at predicting subsequent endorser effectiveness. Intrinsic affiliation motives focus on ideas such as mutual sharing and support, reciprocity, and a desire for the interaction opportunity to strengthen interpersonal closeness with the relationship partner. This appears to be a more important aspect of female peer friendships than it is of male peer friendships. Conversely, extrinsic affiliation motives focus on end goals and benefits obtained to the individual as a result of the interaction opportunity, but outside of the relationship dyad specifically. The emphasis is on identifying relationship partners who confer benefits back to the individual as a result of social status, attractiveness, and so forth; a friendship aspect that appears to be of greater importance for male peer relationships than for female ones.

Based on the above, I predict:

\[ H3: \text{The relative strength of extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives is moderated by sex. For males (females), extrinsic (intrinsic) affiliation motives are a greater predictor of endorser effectiveness than are intrinsic (extrinsic) affiliation motives.} \]

2.6 Additional Questions Surrounding Reference Groups and Endorser Effectiveness

If human brands can truly be measured and assessed on their aspirational and membership qualities, there are a variety of research questions which could be of interest to marketing researchers. In this present research I limit my focus to two. First, I investigate whether an endorser’s effectiveness is affected by how well consumers perceive a fit between the endorser and paired brand, from the perspective of both consumer reference group ratings and product self-congruence ratings. Second, I investigate whether self-disclosure, a well-established approach to increasing feelings of closeness and connection in interpersonal friendships (Altman & Taylor, 1973), is an effective way for a human brand to increase his or her reference group ratings. Each of these elements will be explored in more detail in turn.
2.6.1 Fit Differences in Human Brand Types

I have no problem with Bond drinking beer, but Heineken? Come on, really?
No one with any sort of sophistication drinks Heineken.

- April 2012 fan comment on CNN article (Busis, 2012) that James Bond, as played by actor Daniel Craig, appears in a Heineken ad as part of larger cross-promotional campaign for the movie “Skyfall.”

Researchers have examined how issues of fit or match between the characteristics of the endorser and the product being endorsed affect the persuasiveness of celebrity endorsements (Kahle & Homer, 1985; Kamins, 1990; Kamins & Gupta, 1994). Traditionally these studies are housed within the context of spokesperson source effects, such as attractiveness or credibility, and based on the argument that the relative impact of a source effect depends on how much information it provides consumers in relation to the paired product, assessed by the perceived fit between the source and product being promoted (a phenomenon called "the matchup hypothesis"; Kamins & Gupta, 1994). For example, an athlete is more persuasive when endorsing a sports-related product such as an energy bar than when promoting an unrelated product such as a chocolate bar (Till & Busler, 2000). In the former scenario, an athlete’s approval of the energy bar is seen as providing consumers with additional relevant information, in that the athlete is seen as an expert in sports-related topics. In the latter scenario, the athlete’s approval of the chocolate bar provides very little additional information, since he should be no more or less suited to assessing a chocolate bar’s merits than a typical consumer. As a result, the athlete’s endorsement matches up or fits better with an energy bar, and is therefore more effective (Till & Busler, 2000). Source-based models have clearly established that consumers need to be able to make a clear link between traits held by the spokesperson and features germane to the linked product in order for endorsement pairing to be optimally effective (McCracken, 1989).
2.6.1.1 Fit between Reference Groups and Product Types

My research aims to extend that done previously in the product-endorser fit literature. Whereas source matchup has been extensively studied, researchers do not know whether perceived fit of the endorser type (primarily a membership group member or primarily an aspirational group member) and the product type (consistent with actual self or ideal self) also impacts the relative persuasiveness of an endorser appeal. Given that membership groups are comprised of individuals who are seen as similar others to a present self, individuals seen as primarily linked to a membership group should also use products that are similar to those used by a present self (Chan, et al., 2012). For example, if everyone in my peer group wears Adidas, I likely wear Adidas too and see the brand as a match to my actual-self. Likewise, aspirational others are those that individuals aspire to be like one day, suggesting that the goods that they are consuming should also be more congruent with an ideal self. For example, if the business leaders I admire all drive expensive foreign brands of cars, these brands will seem like a match with my ideal-self.

This perception of a match or fit between reference group ratings and brand self-congruence should translate into human brand endorsements as well. As an illustration, let us revisit the Jennifer Aniston Whole Foods example provided as a consumer quote earlier in this paper. It appears that the consumer quoted identifies Jennifer Aniston as a friend, given that she calls Aniston “funny and down-to-earth.” This would suggest that she while she both likes and admires Aniston, she also likely rates her more highly on the membership dimension than the aspirational one. It also appears that perhaps the consumer shops at Whole Foods – else it would be hard to imagine her bumping into Aniston by the melon section – suggesting the behaviour is consistent with the consumer’s actual-self. In this situation, then, an ad featuring Jennifer Aniston endorsing Whole Foods should be deemed

---

10 “She is really funny... :) And so genuine. I love it when she is on Ellen. It seems Jennifer Aniston has no problem laughing at herself and poking holes in outrageous stories about her. I just think she is the kind of person who would help you pick out a cantaloupe at Whole Foods and just be a normal person while doing it. :)”
a good fit to that consumer. Someone she views as primarily consistent with her membership group is engaging in activities consistent with her actual-self, which should otherwise be the case most of the time with her actual friends. Another consumer, however, might also rate Aniston more highly on the membership dimension than the aspirational one, and yet deem shopping at Whole Foods as something aspirational and consistent with her ideal-self; something that she does not do at present but hopes to do one day. To the second consumer, Jennifer Aniston endorsing Whole Foods should be less effective, since the pairing will seem incongruous. The figure below outlines the general predicted relationship.

**Table 1: Fit Hypotheses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product congruent with:</th>
<th>Human brand primarily seen as part of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Membership Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actual Self</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrity product</td>
<td>Celebrity product endorsement a good fit → Enhanced persuasiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endorsement a good fit</td>
<td>Celebrity product endorsement a poor fit → Diminished persuasiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Celebrity product endorsement a poor fit → Diminished persuasiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ideal Self</strong></td>
<td>Celebrity product endorsement a poor fit → Diminished persuasiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the fit between human brand and endorsed product required for a successful endorsement to occur, then, I am also arguing that a fit is needed between how the consumer assesses the human brand along both the aspirational and membership dimensions and how the consumer assesses the endorsed product along the actual- and ideal-self dimensions. More formally:

**H4:** The self-congruence of the product being endorsed should moderate the effectiveness of aspirational and membership ratings on endorser effectiveness. Specifically, human brands rated as primarily aspirational (primarily membership) should be most effective when promoting products congruent with a consumer’s ideal (actual) self.
2.6.2 Enhancing Reference Group Evaluations through Self-Disclosure

I don’t [use] social media, and I feel like that’s how people control their image. My image, in my mind, is just to disappear…I just want people to see the work that I’m proud of…I don’t want to be that accessible. I feel like you let people touch you when you have Instagram or Twitter, and I don’t want to be touched all the time. I’m not going to do it – ever.

- Actress Elizabeth Olsen discussing her approach to self-disclosure and social media-based activities in an interview with Fashion Magazine, May 2015

If both aspirational and membership ratings benefit endorser effectiveness, a question of theoretical and substantive interest is how human brands can go about increasing those ratings. One potential approach to improving reference group ratings may hinge on human brands engaging in intimate self-disclosure.

Intimate self-disclosure is a hallmark of close same-sex relationships (Reisman, 1990), and intimate disclosing plays a pivotal role in friendship development (Caldwell & Peplau, 1982). Relationships evolve as both parties learn more about each other, through both enhanced breadth and depth of disclosure (Altman & Taylor, 1973; D. A. Taylor, 1968). Not only do close others share more about each other across a broader range of categories, but they also share more private or intimate information with each other in those specific categories (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Baack, Fogliasso, & Harris, 2000). Akin to the analogy of “peeling back layers of an onion,” as the relationship evolves both parties increasingly share private or privileged information about themselves, including their beliefs, values, feelings, fears, and personality traits (Baack, et al., 2000). Over time, this core information becomes more important when thinking of the other, as compared to the early superficial information. For example, when asked to describe a close other, individuals are more likely to spontaneously provide this type of central information whereas when asked to describe a non-close other they are more likely to mention superficial characteristics such as physical appearance (Prentice, 1990).
2.6.2.1 Intimate Self-Disclosures and Human Brands

Extending this research into the area of human brands offers insights into how human brands might increase their reference group ratings accordingly. Specifically, it suggests that those human brands who choose to interact frequently with consumers – either via social media platforms, traditional media outlets, or a combination of both – are more likely to form stronger and enduring connections with consumers. Not only is frequency of interaction important, however, but also what is communicated. Specifically, human brands need to move past the purely superficial, revealing more about their private selves, including their fears, beliefs, values, and even their own limitations. For example, revisit the quote that Channing Tatum provided in his Reddit AMA, where he candidly shares with consumers that he struggles to read well aloud. This type of personal sharing helps to humanize him, likely enhancing consumers’ abilities to relate with the star. Of course, consistent with footnote 11 below, the benefits of self-disclosure are bound by the content revealed and likely idiosyncratic at the individual consumer level. Robert Downey Jr., for example, has been open about his past struggles with drug addiction and subsequent incarceration, and yet remains a popular and successful actor. Mel Gibson, conversely, went on a well-publicized anti-Semitic tirade, and saw a major drop in popularity. The difference between the two situations is that the former, though perhaps not a common situation for most consumers, falls within the range of normal and acceptable behaviour for human brands, and paired with Downey Jr.'s subsequent remorse, is forgivable. The latter, however, is likely seen as a serious norms violation or transgression too major to be tolerated (Brauer & Chekroun, 2005). In my thesis, where I advocate for enhanced self-

---

11 Research in interpersonal relationships suggests that having awareness of specific limitations associated with a spouse makes for stronger and more lasting marriages (Neff & Karney, 2004), as it signifies greater trust on the part of the two partners. While some degree of negative information sharing on the part of human brands could similarly be helpful, it no doubt depends on what information is shared and how controversial the topic. Consistent with interpersonal relationships, minor violations make the human brand seem more “human” and relatable and should be forgiven or overlooked, however major violations damage the overall relationship (Guerrero & Bachman, 2010).

12 “Doing SNL was by far the most terrifying thing that I’ve ever done, because there is a lot of reading involved, and I don’t read that well out loud.”
disclosure, the recommendation is bound by the assumption that the content disclosed is largely positive in valence then, or at minimum, not seen as a social norms violation (Brauer & Chekroun, 2005). Put another way, consistent with the suggestion that business leaders should engage in self-disclosure as a way of building trust with employees, the self-disclosure activities must be “skillfully” done (Offermann & Rosh, 2012).

Both parties have a role in determining the level of intimacy achieved. A very private human brand such as Elizabeth Olsen quoted in the introduction to this section may decide to limit interviews and restrict the amount of personal information discussed, whereas other quite open human brands such as Kim Kardashian or Miley Cyrus might have Twitter and Instagram accounts, do frequent interviews, and look for other ways to interact with the public (in the former’s case through a reality television series). Likewise, a dedicated consumer might opt to follow favoured human brands on Twitter and read their interviews, whereas a less interested one might be aware of these potential additional sources of information yet choose to ignore them. Pairing a private human brand with a disinterested consumer should result in a very superficial relationship and little or no feelings of intimacy or social closeness, whereas pairing an open human brand and dedicated consumer should result in the strongest feelings of social connectedness between said consumer and human brand. An important contributor to the degree of evolution in the relationship, therefore, centres on the degree of self-disclosure that the human brand engages in.

From a marketing perspective, this also suggests that a company looking to determine whether a human brand would be a suitable spokesperson should consider the degree to which the human brand is willing and able to engage in self-disclosure of a more private and personal nature. If increasing self-disclosure does bolster reference group ratings, and these in turn enhance endorser effectiveness, there is a strategic benefit to working with a human brand that is willing to forego privacy in exchange for increased likeability.

What is less clear, however, is whether higher self-disclosure will primarily benefit membership evaluations, aspirational evaluations, or both. In interpersonal relationships, high levels of self-disclosure and sharing between same-sex individuals is a hallmark of a good friendship (Aukett, et al., 1988), and individuals who engaged in group-based
activities high in self-disclosure reported having more in common with the other (Aron, et al., 1997). Females in particular view intimate self-disclosure as an important tool to strengthen their friendships, and generally expect high degrees of sharing as a component of close relationships (Hall, 2011). Interpersonal relationship researchers, then, would suggest that self-disclosure should generate heightened feelings of friendship between a human brand disclosing and the consumers who are privy to the information. Membership ratings reflect elements of commonality with others, and ideas of friendship and closeness. As such, it stands to reason that any increases in reference group ratings as a result of heightened self-disclosure should primarily benefit membership ratings as opposed to aspirational ratings.

However, human brands are not like other actual friends. They are individuals that consumers see on television, read about in magazines, and listen to on the radio. They are often attractive, wealthy, and extremely successful, and several of the established unidimensional scales measuring consumer assessments of human brands contain items reflecting idolatry and proximity seeking (i.e., “if I saw a story about [my favourite human brand], I would read it”; A. M. Rubin, Perse, & Powell, 1985). Their unusual success and well-established public persona already provides them with a built-in “hero” or idol-type status (Maltby, Houran, Lange, Ashe, & McCutcheon, 2002), and so depending on what is shared and how it is shared, it seems equally possible that an aspirational human brand engaging in personal self-disclosure will simply seem more aspirational as a result. In the end, self-disclosure results in enhanced feelings of connection with another. If that other is an idol, it could simply act to strengthen overall admiration for that idol, as opposed to enhancing feelings of friendship.

The marketing literature is silent on the issue, but research in the leadership domain lends circumstantial support for this assertion. For example, self-disclosure is positioned as a leadership tool for business executives, by which “skillful self-disclosure can humanize the leader, creating connections between the leader and followers that increase feelings of trust and intimacy, and, in an organizational context, a readiness to work together collaboratively to reach mutual task goals” (Offermann & Rosh, 2012). Similarly, a review of factors which help foster trust within an organization highlights openness and sharing as an
important trust-building tool that leaders can employ (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). In these instances, self-disclosure is not being advocated as a tool by which organizational leaders can become better friends with employees, but instead as a tactic they can implement to enhance or strengthen their leadership position. Given that human brands are frequently seen as aspirational others, it seems possible then that engaging in intimate self-disclosure in this instance may simply increase consumer feelings of admiration and respect accordingly. These feelings of “looking up to” someone best reflect aspirational reference group ratings, and suggest that as human brands engage in intimate self-disclosure their aspirational ratings should increase accordingly.

To reiterate, consumers should feel increasingly connected to human brands who engage in intimate self-disclosure. Whether those connections will translate into greater membership ratings, greater aspirational ratings, or both is less clear. In spite of my uncertainty regarding which aspect of reference group ratings will benefit most from heightened self-disclosure, given that I am arguing that both aspirational and membership ratings confer downstream benefits to endorser effectiveness, any increase in reference group ratings should be desirable. In sum:

\[ H5a: Engaging in intimate self-disclosure will increase a human brand’s membership ratings. \]

\[ H5b: Engaging in intimate self-disclosure will increase a human brand’s aspirational ratings. \]

### 2.7 The Current Research

In my dissertation, I endeavour to better determine the role that reference group assessments play in the effectiveness of human brands as endorsers (studies 1 and 3), and how those assessments ultimately impact the relative importance of different affiliation motives (studies 3 and 4). In addition, I investigate whether the degree to which a human brand engages in intimate self-disclosure affects that human brand’s reference group ratings and endorser effectiveness (study 2). I also examine the potentially important moderating role
that sex plays at predicting whether endorsement effectiveness is primarily driven by extrinsic or intrinsic affiliation motives (studies 3 and 4). Finally, I explore whether assessments of fit between the predominant reference group category and product self-congruence moderate endorsement persuasiveness (study 4).

The studies are set up as follows. Study 1 establishes the basic premise that both positive aspirational and membership reference group ratings predict endorser effectiveness. I test this first hypothesis through the use of a survey methodology, limiting my scope and focus to female university students and providing a range of fictitious advertisements. In study 2 I use an experimental approach again in a female study population, demonstrating that there are benefits to human brands engaging in intimate self-disclosure on subsequent endorser effectiveness, and that these benefits are driven via increasing aspirational ratings. In study 3 I expand on the findings of studies 1 and 2 with a more diverse population and using structural equation modelling, allowing participants to provide their own human brands while maintaining a stable product category. Results of study 3 validate and extend those of studies 1 and 2, demonstrating not only that positive ratings on both reference group categories are important predictors of endorser effectiveness, but also that they are mediated by both intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives. In addition, study 3 allows for a sex-based comparison of the effects, providing initial support for the premise that for females, intrinsic affiliation motives are a more important driver of endorser effectiveness than are extrinsic affiliation motives, whereas for males both appear to matter equally. In study 4 I adopt an experimental approach, contrasting the effectiveness of human brands deemed primarily membership against those deemed primarily aspirational. I find that for males, human brands seen as primarily aspirational are more persuasive than human brands seen as primarily membership, and that their effectiveness is mediated via extrinsic affiliation motives. For females, however, human brands seen as primarily membership are more persuasive than human brands seen as primarily aspirational, and that their effectiveness is mediated via intrinsic affiliation motives. I also find, however, that the hypothesized interaction of reference group and product self-congruence is not supported, suggesting that this may not be a currently overlooked aspect of endorser-brand fit.
Chapter 3

3 Studies

I conducted four studies using a mix of survey and experimental methodologies, in order to test my five hypotheses detailed in chapter 2. Appendix A provides a diagrammatic outline of the specific model elements tested in each of the four studies.

3.1 Study 1 (Pilot)

I conducted study 1 as a proof-of-concept study, to provide initial support for hypotheses 1a and 1b. Specifically, my goal in study 1 was to provide baseline evidence for the proposition that both aspirational ratings and membership ratings will positively predict endorser effectiveness. To test these effects, I measured reference group ratings and assessed their impact on a composite behavioural intention score as a proxy of endorser effectiveness. I restricted this study to female participants given the segment has the strongest friendship expectations (S. E. Taylor, et al., 2000), suggesting that membership ratings should be particularly important predictors of endorser effectiveness in this population.

3.1.1 Design

3.1.1.1 Stimuli Development

My first goal was to identify potential human brands who differed from each other on the aspirational and membership dimensions, so that my independent variables had sufficient variation across the two dimensions of interest. Put another way, I wanted to identify human brands to feature in the study which would “create variance on the dimension[s] of [interest]” (Thomson, 2006, p. 107), as opposed to creating a randomized study design. I also wanted to identify well-known product brands. This approach has been recently adopted in other literature assessing celebrity endorsements (Choi & Rifon, 2012).

To achieve this goal, I first pre-tested six potential human brands and four product categories, using the same population of interest as in the actual study (n = 61 females).
Human brand assessments were based on two measures: an attitude measure taken using a scale anchored at -50 = “extremely negative” and 50 = “extremely positive,” and a measure assessing consumer perceptions of the human brands along the idol-friend continuum, using a scale anchored at 0 = “idol” and 100 = “friend.” I used the idol-friend measure as a proxy of aspirational and membership ratings, with stronger “idol” ratings consistent with a more aspirational human brand, and stronger “friend” ratings consistent with a more membership human brand. Product brand usage willingness was based on a single discrete choice yes/no item assessing whether participants “would use this product.”

Among the human brands pre-tested, actresses Angelina Jolie and Jennifer Aniston were selected as appropriate, since participants had positive attitudes towards both human brands ($M_{attitude\_Jolie} = 14.6$, $M_{attitude\_Anniston} = 20.71$;) but the two differed significantly on the idol-friend continuum. Specifically, Jolie’s ratings were heavily skewed to idol ($M = 21.67$) whereas Aniston’s were closer to the mid-range ($M = 45.05$, $t_{(59)} = 5.93$, $p<.001$). Pretest results also revealed that Maybelline and Dior were both cosmetic brands that the majority of participants (71%) would use.

Based on the pre-test results, I created four versions of the final stimuli ad, pairing the human brands with the product brands (see appendix B for example ads). Aside from differences in the human brands and product brands featured, the ads were relatively consistent, using a black and white image of a non-smiling endorser and a colour image of the endorsed brand.

3.1.1.2 Participants and Procedure

Study 1 was conducted online from computers housed in a behavioural research lab. Female participants ($n = 146$, $M_{age} = 18.09$) were randomized to see one of the ads described above. Subsequent to viewing the ad, participants answered a series of dependent variable questions and a series of questions assessing both aspirational and reference group ratings. Finally, I collected basic demographic variables.
3.1.1.3 Measures

Dependent Variables: To assess endorser effectiveness, I measured several items capturing relevant behavioural intentions. Specifically, participants were asked to rate their (1) “likelihood of finding out more about the [cosmetic brand featured],” (2) “trying [cosmetic brand],” (3) “purchasing [cosmetic brand],” and (4) “recommending [cosmetic brand] to a friend,” anchored at 1 = “definitely would not” and 7 = “definitely would.” Participants were also asked to rate their (5) “interest in the [cosmetic brand],” anchored between “not at all interested” and “extremely interested,” again using a 1 – 7 scale. Averaged scores on the items formed the composite outcome (α = .88).

Reference Group Assessments: To assess both aspirational and membership reference group ratings, I created a composite measure of four items assessing each construct (α aspirational = .86; α membership = .83). I have provided extensive detail on both the items themselves and manner of testing them in the write-up for study 3, so I will not reiterate them here.¹³

3.1.2 Results

Results of a MANOVA analysis suggest that my goal to introduce variance in the independent variables was somewhat successful. Specifically, the human brands featured did vary significantly on the membership dimension of reference group ratings (M_JOLIE = 2.87 vs M_ANISTON = 3.61; F(1, 144) = 15.82, p<.001), however there was no significant variation on the aspirational dimension of reference group ratings (M_JOLIE = 4.37 vs M_ANISTON = 4.43; F(1, 144) = .07, p=.79). In hindsight using a single item scale continuum was likely not an appropriate measure to use during the stimuli development, as it lacks the specificity to identify human brands as truly high on either aspirational or reference group ratings (for example, just because someone is seen as more “friend” than “idol” does not mean that they will subsequently be rated highly on the membership dimension or differ

¹³ Please note that the studies are reported here in a different temporal order than were conducted in reality. As a result, item refinement measures reported in study 3 were actually used to guide the identification of the measures that were used in all four studies.
from someone else on the aspirational dimension). Subsequent studies which feature specific human brands include stimuli development and pre-testing using the actual aspirational and membership rating measures as opposed to this single-item measure.

To test my hypothesis, I regressed both aspirational and membership ratings, along with their interaction, on my behavioural intentions composite measure, mean centering the independent variables. Given that the human brands and product brands featured in the advertisements varied across participants, the initial analysis also included two dummy-coded covariates to reflect both the human brand and product brands seen by participants. However, since neither covariate was significant (both p>.25)\textsuperscript{14}, they were subsequently dropped from the analysis and are not discussed further. Summary statistics can be found in table 2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirational</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the regression analysis revealed that the overall model was significant ($R^2 = .13$, $F_{(3,142)} = 6.79$, $p<.001$) and that hypotheses 1a and 1b were supported. Specifically, both aspirational ratings ($\beta = .18; t_{142} = 2.25; p=.026$) and membership ratings ($\beta = .20; t_{142} = 2.12; p=.035$) positively predicted behavioural intentions in regards to the cosmetic brand featured in the ad. The interaction of the two was not significant ($\beta = .04; t_{142} = .76; p=.446$), suggesting that while higher ratings on both scales does confer additional benefits in terms of predicting endorser effectiveness, these benefits are driven via main effects only as opposed to any specific interaction benefits.

A secondary question of interest is whether considering membership ratings in addition to aspirational ratings offers additional explanatory power in terms of predicting endorser effectiveness. Though note the pattern of results largely replicates even when including them, in that both aspirational ratings ($\beta = .18; t_{140} = 2.11; p=.036$) and membership ratings ($\beta = .18; t_{140} = 1.77; p=.078$) positively predicted intentions.
effectiveness. To determine whether this is the case, I used hierarchical regression to examine the independent impact of adding both membership main effect and the interaction effects to the aspiration main effects model. Details of the analysis are reported in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspirational</td>
<td>$\beta = .26$</td>
<td>$\beta = .17$</td>
<td>$\beta = .18$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$\beta = .21$</td>
<td>$\beta = .20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asp x Mem</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$\beta = .04$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Change</td>
<td>14.17</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Change Significance</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the table results highlight, including both aspirational and membership ratings when assessing endorser potential appears to be the most effective approach. Both aspirational and membership ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness, and should be measured and considered jointly when assessing endorser potential.

3.1.3 Discussion

The results of this pilot study provide support for the premise that both aspirational and membership ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness, in support of my first hypotheses. The idea that a human brand can be assessed by consumers on both dimensions runs counter to the notion that a human brand is purely an idol to be worshipped (Maltby, et al., 2002), instead demonstrating that assessing a human brand on membership characteristics is also important when determining endorsement potential. To be clear, I am not arguing that aspirational ratings do not matter; as the summary statistics reveal, in this study aspirational ratings were higher than membership ratings and were a significant predictor of endorser effectiveness. Instead, I am arguing that both aspirational and membership ratings are important. My findings in the first study suggest that positive aspirational and membership ratings confer their benefits to endorsers via main effects only, as I did not find any significant interaction effects between the two. I will continue to test
for an interaction effect in my subsequent studies, however, to hopefully provide greater clarity around the issue.

The finding that consumers assess human brands along both aspirational and membership dimensions is potentially due, in part, to human brands engaging in a more active and forthright approach to communications with consumers (Keel & Natarajan, 2012). As consumers come to learn more about human brands, they may begin to think about them differently, feeling closer and more connected (Moss, 2014). Open, frequent sharing of personal information between human brands and interested consumers likely increases feelings of intimacy and closeness between the two (Aron & Nardone, 2011), which may contribute to higher reference group ratings in turn. I test this proposition next in study 2.

3.2 Study 2

The results of study 1 suggest that for female consumers, both aspirational and membership ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness. Given these findings, a question of both theoretical and also substantive importance then is how human brands can increase consumer ratings on the relevant reference group dimensions. Increased reference group ratings should, after all, translate into enhanced persuasiveness as an endorser.

I designed study 2 then to specifically attempt to increase reference group ratings, by experimentally manipulating the degree to which a human brand engaged in intimate self-disclosure. I wanted to test the premise that, similar to interpersonal relationships (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Aron & Nardone, 2011; Neff & Karney, 2004), when a human brand engages in intimate self disclosure that human brand benefits from a boost in reference group ratings. In addition, I wanted to determine whether the boost in reference group ratings is primarily reflected in aspirational ratings (H5a), membership ratings (H5b), or both.
3.2.1 Design and Procedure

3.2.1.1 Stimuli Development

Given that the purpose of this study was to determine whether a human brand who engages in intimate self-disclosure is subsequently more persuasive as an endorser, I needed to first identify an appropriate human brand. My objective was to find someone who was well-known to the target population and who was generally well-liked, but also someone who was seen as relatively private compared to other human brands. This was done for several reasons. To begin, practically speaking, I did not want to create a fictitious Q&A around an extremely open and public human brand, since that would increase the likelihood that something I included in the article ran counter to other information about the human brand well-known to participants, arousing suspicion. Second, and more importantly, intimate self-disclosure increases relationship strength at a diminishing rate (Altman & Taylor, 1973), risking a ceiling effect of additional self-disclosure on enhancing reference group ratings. By selecting a human brand who was not seen as particularly public in sharing of her personal details, I hoped to minimize this risk.

As a first step, participants from the same population as the main study of interest (n = 61 females from the Ivey behavioural subject pool) were asked to list human brands that they were familiar with. Emma Stone was mentioned by 10% of respondents, suggesting that she might be someone known by participants and liked, but not a strong favourite. A follow-up pre-test of a similar population (n = 52 North American females aged 18 – 24) conducted online using a paid panel provided additional support. Specifically, 98% of respondents knew who Emma Stone was, and participants felt quite positive towards her (M = 34.36; with scale anchored at -50 = “very negative” and 50 = “very positive”). Most importantly, participants rated Emma Stone as significantly more private than public (M = 67.23; with scale anchored at 0 = “extremely public” and 100 “extremely private,” t51 = 6.93, p<.001). As such, I selected Emma Stone as the human brand to be used.

In addition, I also needed to select a product category and brand that was well-known to the population of interest, to be featured in the advertisement. Pandora jewelry was selected
based on the results of a pre-test completed in the same sample population as mentioned above (the female participants from the subject pool), which revealed that only 13.1% of respondents felt the brand was not a match with them, and the remainder rated the brand as relatively equal in terms of its fit with actual and ideal self (M = 4.1 on a 7-point-scale, with 1 = “only a match with my ideal self” and 7 = “only a match with my actual self.”)

3.2.1.2 Participants and Procedure

Study 2 was conducted using female students (n = 96; M_{age} = 18.23) recruited through the subject pool, who participated in an online study using the computers in the Ivey behavioural research lab in exchange for course credit. Participants who failed more than one attention check or who had very negative attitudes towards the product category being endorsed (ratings of 2 or below on the composite 1 – 7 attitude scale) were excluded from the analysis, leaving a final sample size of 90. Females were specifically targeted as engaging in self-disclosure is more frequently the norm in this population than with males, and a hallmark of close friendships (Caldwell & Peplau, 1982; Fehr, 2004).

Upon beginning the study, participants were told “To begin, you are going to be shown an article featuring a Q&A with actress Emma Stone, which appeared recently in Cosmopolitan magazine. Please read through the article carefully.” Participants were then randomly assigned to see one of two conditions of the same article in this one-way between-subjects study design (human brand disclosure: high versus low). Participants in the high intimate self-disclosure condition were told that the article is a “feature interview with Emma Stone about her role in an upcoming Woody Allen movie,” whereas participants in the low self-disclosure condition were told that the article is a “feature interview with Emma Stone, about the character she plays in an upcoming Woody Allen movie.”^{15} The fictitious article was loosely based on actual interviews the actress had granted in the past, and used a similar template and look to actual Cosmopolitan magazine Q&A articles. Both versions featured virtually identical questions and answers, limiting changes to those

---

^{15} Thank you to Jodie Whelan for this suggestion.
necessary to make the interview believable in both conditions (see Appendix D for an example article). For example, the question “How did you cope?” was reworded to “How did [the character] cope?”

After reading through the article, all participants were then shown the same advertisement purportedly in development for Pandora jewelry, featuring Emma Stone as an endorser (see Appendix E for the advertisement). After viewing the advertisement, participants completed the same set of five items assessing behavioural intentions as used in the previous study, modified to this context (i.e., “how likely would you be to try Pandora jewelry”) and averaged to form a composite score (α=.93). Participants then again completed the same four-item measures of aspirational (α = .86) and membership (α=.85) reference group ratings as used in study 1 and detailed in study 3 (see appendix C), a manipulation check of the high and low disclosure manipulation, and provided basic demographic information. Participants were then debriefed following as to the fictitious nature of the human brand interview they were shown.

3.2.2 Results

3.2.2.1 Manipulation Check

Recall that the initial manipulation was intended to increase consumer feelings of interconnectedness with the human brand through intimate self-disclosure. To determine whether the manipulation was successful, the one-item Inclusion of Other in Self Scale (IOS; Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992) was administered. The IOS scale has been used across a variety of studies (Aron, et al., 1997; Aron & Nardone, 2011) to measure the degree to which an individual feels that the other overlaps with the self using pictorial diagrams of two circles either not touching at all (anchored at 1) or completely overlapping (anchored at 7). Results of an independent samples t-test suggest that the manipulation was successful at increasing perceptions of intimacy and social closeness in the high (M_{High} = 2.49) versus low (M_{Low} = 1.98) disclosure conditions (t_{88} = 2.05, p = .043).
3.2.2.2 Study Results

As a first step, I conducted an analysis of variance to determine whether there was a significant difference between the low and high disclosure conditions on behavioural intentions. Though the results were not significant (M_{LOW} = 4.23 vs M_{HIGH} = 4.68; F_{(1,88)} = 1.80, p = .18), they were directionally consistent with the premise that higher disclosure enhances endorser effectiveness. In addition, I conducted a multivariate analysis of variance to determine whether there were differences between the high and low disclosure conditions on aspirational ratings, membership ratings, or both. Results suggest that while membership ratings increased in the direction hypothesized, the overall boost was not significant (M_{HIGH} = 3.70 vs M_{LOW} = 3.37, F_{(1,88)} = 1.63, p = .20). Conversely, aspirational ratings increased significantly in the high disclosure condition as compared with the low disclosure condition (M_{HIGH} = 4.46 vs M_{LOW} = 3.87, F_{(1,88)} = 5.63, p = .02). These results suggest that self-disclosure primarily enhances aspirational reference group ratings as opposed to membership ratings.

To test for my hypotheses, I conducted a mediation analysis using the PROCESS macro developed by Hayes (2012, model 4, using 1,000 iterations to derive a 95% confidence interval). This model estimates the effect of human brand disclosure levels on the behavioural intentions directly and indirectly through both the aspirational and membership reference group measures. Disclosure levels were dummy coded (1 = low disclosure; 2 = high disclosure). Summary results are included in figure 2, and details listed in table 4.

\* p<.10; *p<.05

**Figure 2: Study 2 Summary Mediation Results**
Table 4: Study 2 Mediation Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predictors</th>
<th>MEDIATOR 1 (Aspirational Ratings)</th>
<th>MEDIATOR 2 (Membership Ratings)</th>
<th>OUTCOME (Behavioural Intention Composite)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>t (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>8.52***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure Level</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>2.37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration (MED 1)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member (MED 2)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² = .06, F(1, 88) = 5.63, p = .02</td>
<td>R² = .02, F(1, 88) = 1.63, p = .20</td>
<td>R² = .06, F(3, 86) = 1.68, p = .18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mediation analyses were run in parallel
*p<.10; *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

The results of the mediation analysis suggest that higher disclosure levels enhanced endorsement effectiveness, and that the effect was mediated by an increase in aspirational reference ratings (β = .21, S.E. = .16, CI [.003, .671]) but not by an increase in membership ratings (β = -.07, S.E. = .10, CI [-.35, .04]). These findings support H5a, in that higher self-disclosure did increase overall reference group ratings, but the actual increase came from a boost to aspirational ratings (H5b) and not via an increase in membership ratings (H5c). I discuss potential reasons for this finding next.

3.2.2.3 Discussion

The results of this study support the premise that self-disclosure on the part of a human brand is an effective way to increase consumer reference group assessments, which confers downstream benefits from the perspective of endorser effectiveness. These benefits seem to derive primarily via a boost in aspiration ratings, as opposed to a boost in membership ratings, though the high disclosure condition did see a directionally consistent, albeit statistically insignificant, increase in membership ratings as well as compared to the low disclosure condition. These results suggest that engaging in more intimate self-disclosure

16 Given the confidence interval is very close to zero, a reanalysis was done again using 1,000 iterations but with a 90% confidence level for confidence interval, which provided a more robust positive effect (β = .19, S.E. = .14, CI [.025, .526]). The proximity of the lower confidence level to zero in the original analysis suggests a marginally significant effect.
is a method by which human brands can enhance their reference group ratings, which in turn confers positive benefits to their endorsement effectiveness.

It is interesting to note that, although both aspirational and membership ratings enjoyed some degree of boosting via higher self-disclosure, in this case the benefits of self-disclosure on endorser effectiveness was only mediated by higher aspirational ratings. This could be due to several reasons. Leadership research suggests that leaders who want employee support and commitment should engage in self-disclosure (Mayer, et al., 1995). This self-disclosure is not done as a way of making employees feel more like “friends” of the boss, but rather as a way of making the boss seem more accessible and therefore easier to support (Offermann & Rosh, 2012). This suggests that if someone is already viewed as more aspirational than membership, enhanced self-disclosure may strengthen the former ratings more than the latter. This appears to have happened in this study as well, given the relatively larger boost in aspirational ratings than membership ratings in the high disclosure condition. Recall that Emma Stone was selected as the human brand partially because she is “notoriously private about [her] private [life],” (Le Vine, 2015). This suggests that her baseline membership ratings should be relatively lower than her aspirational ratings, which was indeed the case (\(M_{\text{MEMB}} = 3.53 \text{ vs } M_{\text{ASP}} = 4.15\); \(t_{89} = 6.34, p<.001\)). In that sense, then, Emma Stone may have appeared more akin to a leader than a group member, and her self-disclosure simply enhanced feelings of admiration.

A second potential reason for the findings could be that it is simply harder to enhance membership ratings, and that the process is slower and more involved. It may be that, had the experiment featured a series of articles, more in-depth interviews, or a television interview that membership ratings would have significantly increased as well. Equally, the results could be in part due to the serious and perhaps somewhat abstract information provided in the fictitious article. In the article, Emma Stone spoke about her extreme anxiety and the challenges she faced in overcoming it, a situation which may have been hard for many of the participants to relate with. I based that context for self-disclosure on actual information in the public domain about Emma Stone, to increase the realism of the article. However, had the article talked about something that more participants could relate to, perhaps the findings would have differed.
For example, if the self-disclosure makes the human brand more relatable, in that consumers can link the self-disclosure back to elements of the current self (for example, if the human brand reveals overcoming a life obstacle that the consumer too has already overcome), potentially membership ratings could increase to a greater extent than aspirational ratings. Conversely, if the self-disclosure makes the human brand seem more aspirational, in that consumers link the self-disclosure back to an ideal self (for example, if the human brand reveals overcoming an obstacle that the consumer hopes to one day overcome but has not yet been able to), one might expect to see the same pattern of results as was obtained in this study. Future research might explore whether the effects of intimate self-disclosure on either aspirational or membership ratings is moderated by the self-relevance or relatability of the content disclosed.

In addition, I only tested the effects of self-disclosure on subsequent behavioural intentions within the female population, and additional research is needed to determine whether the effects exist within the male segment. Recall that, while males engage in less self-disclosure with their peers as a friendship-building tool than females, they nonetheless value it in a friendship and see it as an important driver of friendship development (Caldwell & Peplau, 1982). Given that, I suspect the findings of the study would hold for that population as well, though future research should confirm this finding.

The results of this study are particularly encouraging in this case given that I employed a relatively short manipulation. They suggest that if a company is in the process of selecting an endorser, one of the factors it might consider is the degree to which a human brand is willing to share more intimate details about himself, and whether appropriate outlets exist to disseminate that information. Of course, this consideration no doubt comes with some degree of risk as well. For example, in the study I only included relatively positive or primarily non-controversial information. It is unclear whether the human brand would have benefitted to the same degree had the information been more controversial (for example, revealing a previous abortion or strong political or religious beliefs). Human brands who frequently engage in self-disclosure via social media platforms often also appear to be called out by the media for saying inappropriate or controversial things. In that way, then, self-disclosure may be a double-edged sword. Those risks aside, this study does support the
premise that increasing self-disclosure enhances endorser effectiveness by enhancing reference group ratings.

The results of studies 1 and 2 are interesting, but are not without their limitations. To begin, I restricted the participant pool to females, and so it remains unclear whether membership ratings are equally predictive of endorsement effectiveness in male consumers. In addition, both studies were conducted using university students, a segment which may be particularly prone to developing stronger attachments to human brands (Thomson, 2006). Again, then, it is less clear whether they hold for a potentially more detached population. Whereas there were valid reasons for beginning my investigation in the female student population, at this juncture I situate my remaining studies in a mixed-sex population of North American adults, to increase the generalizability of the findings.

In addition, I have yet to examine the underlying reasons why aspirational and membership ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness. In particular, the question remains as to whether the answer lies in the two value-expressive influences as previously proposed by researchers (e.g. Bearden, et al., 1989; Childers & Rao, 1992; Park & Lessig, 1977), and if so, which of the two value-expressive influences – here operationalized as either extrinsic or intrinsic affiliation motives – is most predictive of endorser effectiveness. In studies 3 and 4 I set out to explore these questions further.

3.3 Study 3

In designing this study I had several objectives. To begin, I wanted to determine which items could best be adapted from the relationship literature and applied to the context of human brands, in relation to both reference group ratings and affiliation motives. This was important for several reasons.

On the reference group rating side, little research exists clearly differentiating groups or individuals based on the aspirational versus membership distinction. The one exception is a study conducted by Escalas and Bettman (2003), which used two and three item scales to assess these constructs. The scale items were created by the authors explicitly for study in an interpersonal context. While they worked successfully across studies and have good face
validity, I was not sure whether they would translate well and adequately capture my underlying constructs of interest in a human brand context, given that they were not created with this purpose in mind. In addition, because there were only a few items, I created additional scale items and wanted to see whether these additional items mapped onto the appropriate constructs without cross-loading onto unrelated ones.

On the affiliation motives side, the items were adapted from the interpersonal relationship literature (Rempel, et al., 1985). In this case, the original measures were again based on interpersonal relationships, and intended to capture the underlying reasons that someone would affiliate with someone else. As such, I had to adapt them to better reflect the underlying reasons that someone would consume a product being promoted by someone else. These are very different measurement questions, and I wanted to ensure the adapted items were appropriate in this new context.

Once scale items were identified, my main objective of this study was to build on the foundation set in study 1. Namely, I wanted to provide additional support for the notion that both aspirational and membership group ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness. In addition, I wanted to determine the relative degree to which intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives explained these reference group effects, and whether the benefits of higher aspirational ratings on endorser effectiveness were primarily mediated via extrinsic rewards whereas the benefits of membership ratings were primarily mediated via intrinsic rewards. Finally, I wanted to determine whether sex differences exist in terms of the relative strength of extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives at predicting desired outcomes. Formally, then, this study was designed to test hypotheses 1, 2, and 3.

3.3.1 Design and Procedure

American participants (n = 350, M_{age} = 35.4 (range 19 – 68), 52% male) were recruited via MTurk and received modest compensation for participating. To begin, participants were randomized to see one of three versions of a prompt asking them to nominate a human brand. Specifically, participants were first shown the following text: “Advertisers often use celebrities to promote products and services. Celebrities can include actors, musicians, athletes, television and movie characters, reality tv stars, and so forth. Many people have
certain celebrities that they…” They were then randomly assigned to see one of the following: (1) “…feel particularly close to or like, as they would a good friend,” (2) “…look up to or admire, as they would an idol,” or (3) “…are familiar with, but have no special feelings towards.” Consistent with study 1 methodology, the randomization of different prompts was again to introduce variation on the aspirational and membership dimensions, as opposed to creating a randomized study design. Participants then entered the name of the human brand they had nominated, and that same name appeared in place of “HBx” in all the measures outlined below. Subsequent to entering the name of a human brand, participants were told to: “Imagine that HBx is endorsing a new line of sunglasses.” Sunglasses are an appropriate product category context for the study of endorser effectiveness, given that it is an area individuals use to signal their identities to others (Berger & Heath, 2007). In that capacity, these identity-relevant domains should be particularly influenced by perceptions of what others in one’s reference group are wearing and using (Chan, et al., 2012). Participants were then asked to answer a series of survey questions, mapping on to the study variables detailed below, in the following order: dependent variable measures, mediator variables, and independent variables. Finally, participants reported their gender.

3.3.2 Measures

The study employed three sets of measures: reference group assessments, affiliation motives, and behavioural intention measures meant to capture endorser effectiveness. Details of each are outlined in turn below.

Reference Group Assessments (Independent variables): To measure a consumer’s perceptions of how he or she relates to a liked human brand, I adapted and expanded on the aspirational and membership scales previously used in the reference groups literature (Escalas & Bettman, 2003), as mentioned in the study introduction. Examples of scale questions assessing membership ratings include items such as “I fit with HBx” and “I belong to the same type of group as HBx,” with participants rating their agreement on a 1 – 7 scale anchored at 1 = “not at all” and 7 = “completely.” Aspirational group ratings were similarly measured, using items such as “I would like to be more like HBx” and “HBx feels
like an idol to me.” The order of questions was counterbalanced, so that some participants assessed membership group fit first and others aspirational group fit. The initial list contained eight items measuring each construct, and the full list of scale items can be found in appendix C.

Affiliation Motives (Mediator variables): Affiliation motives are traditionally assessed for interpersonal relationships, using a scale created by Rempel and colleagues (1985). This scale asks respondents to assess the degree to which they have a relationship with their partner based on a range of motivational items. While this scale was developed for interpersonal relationships, many of the scale items investigating the underlying motivation for interacting with a human appear to adapt well for the purpose of this study; namely, to determine the underlying reason why a consumer would try or purchase a product or service endorsed by a human brand. Put another way, whereas reference group ratings look at how a consumer relates to a human brand directly, the mediator looks at how a consumer relates to an endorsed product, contingent on a specific human brand’s involvement as the endorser. In that capacity, the initial prompt asked participants to indicate the degree to which “I would consider purchasing sunglasses endorsed by HBx because” and then had them respond to items such as “it helps me feel close and connected to HBx” (intrinsic reward) and “using a brand endorsed by HBx will impress others” (extrinsic reward).

Responses were coded on a 1 – 7 scale anchored at 1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = “strongly agree,” with six items initially selected to represent each construct. Though the original scale examining affiliation rewards was subdivided into three categories – intrinsic, instrumental, and extrinsic (Rempel, et al., 1985) – my objective is to map affiliation motives onto the underlying value-expressive reference group motivations (Park & Lessig, 1977). Given the distinction lies in those motives that are oriented exclusively towards the self versus those that are linked to both the self and relationship partner, items from both intrinsic and instrumental motives were integrated into the intrinsic motives scale. Research has previously demonstrated that these two elements correlate (Rempel, et al., 1985), and as I’ll discuss in my analysis of the measurement model subsequently, the items loaded well onto a single latent factor. The full list of scale items can be found in appendix C.
**Behavioural Intentions** (Dependent variables): To assess endorser effectiveness, I used the same set of questions as in studies 1 and 2, modified for this context. Specifically, participants were asked to rate their (1) “likelihood of finding out more about the sunglasses,” (2) “trying the sunglasses,” (3) “purchasing the sunglasses,” and (4) “recommending the sunglasses to a friend,” anchored at 1 = “definitely would not” and 7 = “definitely would.” Participants were also asked to rate their (5) “interest in the sunglasses,” anchored between “not at all interested” and “extremely interested,” again using a 1 – 7 scale. Items were averaged to form a composite (α = .96).

### 3.3.3 Measurement Model Testing

As mentioned earlier, my first objective in this study was to determine which of the adapted and expanded scale items best reflected the constructs of interest. In addition to testing basic scale development elements such as factor loadings, I also wanted to better determine the nature of the relationship between the constructs. In particular, given that aspirational and membership reference group items are both assessing in-group reference effects, it seemed likely that the two constructs would be correlated (see appendix F for the correlational table of all framework variables), though distinct enough from each other to load onto different constructs. Likewise, while the two affiliation motive scales were created to measure different underlying reasons for affiliating with a human brand, they have certain elements in common (such as positive impressions of the other person and so forth). Given that, I also anticipated that the two scales assessing affiliation motives would be correlated but load onto two distinct factors. Part of the measurement model testing, then, was to establish the nature of the relationship between the two independent variables and between the two mediator variables. Subsequent to establishing the final scale items measuring all four constructs of interest, I used those measures to test the overall model. I used AMOS (version 23) for all analyses.
3.3.3.1 Measurement Model Testing – Reference Group Ratings

Although the initial scales used to assess membership and aspirational groups each had eight items, four items on each scale were subsequently dropped as a result of either low item loading or high item cross-loading, yielding a final four item scale solution for each reference group type (see appendix C). For the membership scale, the coefficient alpha was .89 and all the factor loadings were significant (p < .001). For the aspirational scale, the coefficient alpha was .88 and again all factor loadings were significant (p < .001).

Discriminant validity between the two variables was assessed by constraining the correlation between both membership and aspirational constructs to one (Kenny, 2012), which significantly worsened the chi-squared value of the overall model (\(\Delta \chi^2 = 16.60, \Delta \text{d.f.} = 1, p < .001\)).

As a next step, I compared three versions of the measurement model, to ensure the two-factor model with correlation (model 2, see figure 3 for diagrams of the three model versions and table 5 for details of the measurement model) was indeed superior in fit to either a one-factor solution or an uncorrelated solution, similar to other measurement model approaches seen in the literature (e.g. Malär, et al., 2011; Thomson, 2006). As compared to the hypothesized best-fitting model (model 2), results of the chi-square analyses for both model 1 (\(\Delta \chi^2 = 191.36, \Delta \text{d.f.} = 1, p < .001\)) and model 3 (\(\Delta \chi^2 = 278.16, \Delta \text{d.f.} = 1, p < .001\)) were significantly worse. Model 2 had acceptable fit indices (see table 5), whereas fit indices for both models 1 and model 3 were outside of acceptable ranges across all measures, suggesting that model 2 was a superior model to the other two and an appropriate set of scale items to use to measure reference groups as I conduct the structural model analysis of my full conceptual model.
Model 1 – Two factor, no correlation

Model 2 – Two factor, correlation

Model 3 – One latent factor

Figure 3: Diagrammatic representation of three model versions
Table 5: Measurement Model Details for IV Variables across Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Model 1 (no correlation)</th>
<th>Model 2 (correlation)</th>
<th>Model 3 (one latent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV Membership Ratings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(α = .89)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I fit with</td>
<td>4.470</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td>.893</td>
<td>.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same type of person</td>
<td>4.120</td>
<td>.847</td>
<td>.853</td>
<td>.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would fit in w/ me, friends</td>
<td>4.730</td>
<td>.797</td>
<td>.793</td>
<td>.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feels like a friend</td>
<td>4.150</td>
<td>.732</td>
<td>.743</td>
<td>.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Aspirational Ratings</td>
<td>5.185</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(α = .88)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would be honour to meet</td>
<td>5.980</td>
<td>.708</td>
<td>.718</td>
<td>.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would like be more like</td>
<td>4.860</td>
<td>.732</td>
<td>.748</td>
<td>.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look up to</td>
<td>5.210</td>
<td>.924</td>
<td>.907</td>
<td>.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feels like an idol</td>
<td>4.960</td>
<td>.858</td>
<td>.863</td>
<td>.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Indices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>240.358</td>
<td>49.184</td>
<td>327.350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.f.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model p value</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIN/DF</td>
<td>12.018</td>
<td>2.589</td>
<td>16.367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>.883</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>.759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>.879</td>
<td>.983</td>
<td>.831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>.869</td>
<td>.973</td>
<td>.822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>.178</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Model 2 correlation between membership and aspirational ratings = .720, p < .001

3.3.3.2 Measurement Model Testing – Affiliation Motives

The initial scales used to measure intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives consisted of six items each, however two items on each scale were subsequently dropped as a result of either low item loading or high item cross-loading, yielding a final four item scale for each affiliation motive (see appendix C). For the extrinsic affiliation motives scale, coefficient alpha was .93 and all factor loadings were significant (p < .001). For the intrinsic affiliation motives scale, coefficient alpha was .90 and again all factor loadings were significant (p < .001). Discriminant validity between the two variables was assessed by constraining the correlation between both membership and aspirational constructs to one, which significantly worsened the chi-squared value of the overall model ($\Delta \chi^2 = 64.37$, $\Delta$ d.f. = 1, p < .001)
As a next step, I again compared three versions of the measurement model, to ensure that my hypothesized model of two factors with correlation was superior in fit to either a one-factor or an uncorrelated solution, paralleling the comparison of the models seen in figure 3. Mirroring the results of the reference group comparisons, again my hypothesized model of a two-factor solution with correlation (model 5) between the factors was superior to either a no-correlation model (model 4) or a one latent factor model (model 6; see table 6 for details).

Table 6: Measurement Model Details for Mediator Variables across Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Model 4 (no correlation)</th>
<th>Model 5 (correlation)</th>
<th>Model 6 (one latent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrinsic Affiliation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motives (α = .90)</td>
<td>4.250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun with</td>
<td>3.810</td>
<td>.763</td>
<td>.771</td>
<td>.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like what they like</td>
<td>4.300</td>
<td>.853</td>
<td>.850</td>
<td>.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Want to support</td>
<td>4.650</td>
<td>.787</td>
<td>.785</td>
<td>.699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like sharing in common</td>
<td>4.240</td>
<td>.931</td>
<td>.930</td>
<td>.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extrinsic Affiliation</strong></td>
<td>3.356</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motives (α = .93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will impress others</td>
<td>3.470</td>
<td>.893</td>
<td>.892</td>
<td>.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet new people</td>
<td>3.320</td>
<td>.849</td>
<td>.856</td>
<td>.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closer dream lifestyle</td>
<td>3.330</td>
<td>.891</td>
<td>.892</td>
<td>.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have exciting life</td>
<td>3.310</td>
<td>.887</td>
<td>.883</td>
<td>.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model Indices</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>298.258</td>
<td>30.416</td>
<td>326.704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.f.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model p value</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIN/DF</td>
<td>14.913</td>
<td>1.601</td>
<td>16.335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>.868</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>.880</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>.873</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>.861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Model 5 – Correlation between intrinsic & extrinsic motives =.789, p<.001

Specifically, results of the chi-square analyses for both model 4 (Δχ² = 267.84, Δ d.f. = 1, p <.001) and model 6 (Δχ² = 296.29, Δ d.f. = 1, p <.001) were significantly worse. Model 5 had acceptable fit indices, whereas fit indices for both models 4 and model 6 were outside of acceptable ranges across all measures, suggesting that model 5 was a superior model to the other two and an appropriate set of scale items to use to measure reference groups as I conduct the structural model analysis of my full conceptual model.
3.3.4 Structural Model Analysis

To test the structural relationships hypothesized in my model I first used a parceling technique to reduce the number of parameters in the model, primarily to simplify overall analysis and interpretation in regards to the relationships between constructs (Little, Cunningham, Shahar, & Widaman, 2002). Parcels were created by forming a composite score for each of the constructs of interest using the average value of all scale items associated with each construct. In addition, the two reference group predictor values were mean-centered, and a third variable was created to reflect the interaction of the two. Finally, I correlated the reference group constructs and the affiliation motive constructs, per the findings in the initial measurement model stages that a correlated model is more appropriate than an uncorrelated one (although for simplicity these correlations are not shown in figure 4). The diagram of the main theoretical model run in AMOS is outlined in figure 4.

![Figure 4: Study 2 Structural Model](image)

3.3.4.1 Results

Results of a MANOVA analysis run in SPSS suggest that the manipulation to introduce variance in the independent variables was largely successful. Specifically, average ratings on both the aspirational (M_{IDOL} = 5.77, M_{FRIEND} = 5.28, M_{NOTSPECIAL} = 4.53; F_{(2, 347)} = 45.49, 

Please note the initial model run was fully saturated (including direct paths from all three independent variables to the dependent variables, as discussed in the results section in more detail). Also note that error terms were included as were the variable correlations but are omitted in the figure for expositional clarity.
p<.001) and membership scales (M_IDOL = 4.54, M_FRIEND = 4.77, M_NOTSPECIAL = 3.80; F(2, 347) = 30.30, p<.001) varied across prompts, though note that the differences between the friend and idol prompt in terms of overall membership ratings was only directionally consistent as opposed to statistically significant. This could be due to a lack of specificity in the idol prompt, given I asked participants to identify a human brand that was admired as an idol, as opposed to someone who was admired from afar, as an idol but not as a friend. Given the goal was simply to introduce a range of responses I do not anticipate this non-significant difference to have any meaningful impact on the analysis.

To begin, I wanted to build on the findings of my pilot test, to provide additional support for hypotheses 1, demonstrating that both aspirational and membership ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness. I also tested for a potential interaction effect, though recall the results from study 1 failed to find a significant interaction and I have no strong theoretical basis to predict one. Nevertheless, I wanted to run a comprehensive analysis and potentially shed some light on a murky research question. As such, I first ran a simple direct effects model using linear regression, regressing aspirational ratings, membership ratings, and the interaction of the two on behavioural intentions. The overall regression was significant (R² = .34; F(3,348) = 58.27; p < .001), supporting H1. Specifically, in addition to aspirational levels positively predicting behavioural intentions (β = .40; t346 = 5.31; p<.001), both membership levels (β = .37; t346 = 5.65; p<.001), and the interaction of the two (β = .08; t346 = 2.68; p=.008) also predicted behavioural intentions. It is interesting to note that in this study, as opposed to study 1, the interaction was significant. Though I have no clear explanation for this finding, one potential reason for the difference could be due to differences in sample size (i.e. power) between the two studies. Figure 5 graphically illustrates the interaction effects using spotlight analysis (+/- 1 s.d.): Though higher membership ratings confer benefits in both cases of low and high aspirational ratings, the greatest benefits occur for those endorsers who are also rated highly on the aspirational element. Put another way, study 3 results suggest that while all human brands can strengthen their effectiveness as endorsers by increasing their membership ratings, it seems the largest gains are for those human brands who already enjoy a position of high aspiration. It is interesting to note that there appears to be no difference in endorser effectiveness between a human brand who is rated relatively lower on the aspirational scale,
and yet highly regarded from a membership perspective, and a human brand rated as highly aspirational with low membership ratings. The traditional approach to using celebrity endorsers is to pick someone aspirational and admired (Choi & Rifon, 2012), yet the results here suggest that if that admired star is not “relatable” to consumers, in that consumers do not feel particularly connected or similar to the human brand featured, the overall persuasiveness of the match will be diminished. While the ideal is to pick someone rated highly from both membership and aspirational perspectives, absent this gold standard high ratings on either of the two categories appears to confer the same benefits.

Figure 5: Spotlight Analysis, Study 3 Interaction

I also repeated the same hierarchical linear regression approach as in study 1, to validate the assertion that using the combination of aspirational and membership ratings when predicting endorser effectiveness was superior to simply using aspirational ratings. Results of the analysis are reported in table 7.
Consistent with the findings seen in study 1, it appears that assessing human brands based on both their aspirational and membership elements is superior to simply using aspirational ratings as a guide to measuring endorser effectiveness. It is interesting to note that while including the interaction term does increase the variance explained by the model, the overall increase is perhaps substantively less important than including both main effects. Regardless, the results of this study reinforce the findings seen in study 1, in that they again demonstrate that membership ratings are an important factor to consider when assessing endorser effectiveness, in addition to aspirational ratings.

Second, I wanted to test my overall theoretical model. Specifically, I wanted to test the premise that the effects of membership and aspirational ratings on behavioural intentions are mediated by affiliation motives (H2a), and that aspirational ratings predict extrinsic affiliation motives to a greater extent than intrinsic affiliation motives (H2b) whereas membership ratings predict intrinsic motives to a greater extent than extrinsic motives (H2c). Finally, I wanted to determine whether sex differences exist in the relative importance of extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives on behavioural intentions (H3).

I used AMOS to test these hypotheses. I began by running the fully saturated model, which included not only the hypothesized mediators but also the direct paths from the three independent variables to the behavioural intention score. Results of the analysis revealed that none of the direct paths were significant when the mediator variables were included (all p>.05), supporting H2a. The benefits of human brand reference group ratings on subsequent endorsement effectiveness are fully mediated by consumer affiliation motives.
Because these direct paths were insignificant when including the mediator variables, I removed them from the model and will not discuss them further. Results discussed below are based on a fully mediated model, with no direct paths.

The overall fit of the model largely met conventional standards, suggesting that the model fit the data reasonably well (Malär et al., 2011; $\chi^2 = 9.28$, d.f. = 3, CMIN/DF = 3.09, root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] = .077, normed fit index [NFI] = .99, and comparative fit index [CFI] = .99). The model, along with parameter estimates and significance values, is detailed in figure 6 below:

* $p<.05$ ** $p<.01$ *** $p<.001$

Note: all path estimates standardized, and shown above their respective paths

**Figure 6: Summary of Study 3 Structural Model**

As figure 6 highlights, all the path coefficients were positive and significant, suggesting that aspirational ratings, membership ratings, and the interaction of the two positively predict both extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives, and that both types of affiliation motives in turn positively predict behavioural intentions.

To test hypotheses 2b and 2c, I next looked at pairwise parameter comparisons between variables of interest. Hypothesis 2b, which argues that aspirational ratings will predict extrinsic affiliation motives to a greater extent than intrinsic affiliation motives, was not
supported by the data. Specifically, there was no significant difference in the relative magnitude of the path from aspirational ratings to either extrinsic or intrinsic affiliation motives \((z=1.19; p=.23)\). Aspirational ratings had an equally positive impact on both intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives.

Hypothesis 2c, which argues that membership ratings will predict intrinsic affiliation motives to a greater extent than extrinsic affiliation motives, was supported. The path from membership ratings to intrinsic affiliation motives was larger than the path from membership ratings to extrinsic affiliation motives \((z=2.40; p=.016)\). These findings suggest that membership ratings have a bigger impact on intrinsic affiliation motives than on extrinsic affiliation motives.

3.3.4.2 Discussion

The results of this study provide additional support for my first hypothesis and largely mirror those seen in the first study, again demonstrating that when assessing a human brand’s potential as an endorser, both aspirational and membership ratings are important predictor variables to consider. In this study, I also found that higher membership ratings provide the greatest benefits from an endorser potential perspective to those human brands who are already seen as highly aspirational, suggesting that even the most idolized of human brands should consider ways of enhancing their membership ratings as a means of maximizing their potential value as an endorser.

Results also suggest that the effects of reference group ratings on subsequent endorser effectiveness are fully mediated by consumer affiliation motives, either for the intrinsic or extrinsic benefits that the affiliation affords. This finding provides empirical support for the long-standing belief in the marketing field that human brands exert their influence via value-expressive effects (Bearden, et al., 1989). Finally, they also demonstrate that membership ratings primarily benefit intrinsic affiliation motives. It appears that if consumers come to view human brands as somewhat akin to friends, that these higher membership ratings increase the likelihood that consumers will subsequently consume products those human brands are endorsing as a way of supporting or connecting with the human brands as opposed to for more extrinsically-oriented motives.
The study results also demonstrated, however, that aspirational ratings benefit extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives equally, which was inconsistent with my original hypothesis that aspirational ratings would primarily benefit extrinsic affiliation motives. There may be several reasons for this finding. Aspirational ratings reflect an underlying admiration and respect for another individual, and a degree of idolatry. Research has demonstrated that people strive to connect or bond with their idols (Maltby, et al., 2002), and from that perspective it makes sense that as human brands become increasingly aspirational so too does a consumer’s desire to form a bond with them. In addition, research has demonstrated that when self-enhancement goals are active in an individual, the individual is particularly drawn to aspirational others as a way of attempting to form a link between the self and idol (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). By connecting with an admired human brand, the consumer may be trying to validate himself as someone worthy of that connection.

3.3.4.3 Structural Model Reanalysis, Males Only

In order to determine whether differences between the sexes existed, I repeated the same analyses as presented above, subdividing by sex. Analysis from the fully saturated model with the male cohort (n = 181) revealed that the direct paths from aspirational reference groups and the interaction of the two reference group types directly to behavioural intentions were insignificant (both p>.05), results consistent with the larger sample, however the direct path from membership ratings to behavioural intentions was significant (p <.01) and as such was retained in the analysis reported below (see figure 7). To clarify, the final model run with the male subsample differed from the full model initially presented, in that only two of the three direct paths from the independent variables to the dependent variables were removed from the final analysis. This suggests that, for male consumers at least, there is some other underlying motivation driving them to purchase and use products endorsed by “friends,” aside from the affiliation benefits conferred. The overall model fit the data extremely well ($\chi^2 = .75$, d.f. = 2, CMIN/DF = .38, root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] = .00, normed fit index [NFI] = 1.0, and comparative fit index [CFI] = 1.0). The model, along with parameter estimates and significance values, is detailed in figure 7:
**Figure 7: Summary of Study 3 Structural Model, Males Only**

As the model highlights, all the path coefficients were positive and significant, suggesting that aspirational ratings, membership ratings, and the interaction of the two positively predict both extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives, and that affiliation motives in turn positively predict behavioural intentions. Most relevant to this discussion, there were no significant differences in the degree to which extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives predicted behavioural intentions ($z=1.05; p = .30$), suggesting that for males both affiliation motives are equally important drivers of endorsement effectiveness. These findings are not consistent with the male-specific piece of my hypothesis 3, in that I did not find that for males extrinsic affiliation motives were more predictive of endorsement effectiveness than intrinsic affiliation motives. Instead, these findings suggest that for males both motives were equally predictive of endorsement effectiveness. However, ultimately in my hypotheses 3 I am arguing that sex moderates the relative importance of the two factors, so to some degree the comparison is best made when looking at the relative weighting males place on the different affiliation motives in relation to females. As such, I’ll now examine the relative importance of each affiliation motive in the female cohort.

### 3.3.4.4 Structural Model, Females Only

The structural model was re-run again, this time including only the female cohort ($n = 168$). In this instance all three direct paths were insignificant ($p > .05$) and were dropped from...
subsequent analysis, suggesting that for the female segment reference group effects on endorser effectiveness are fully explained by affiliation motives. The overall model again fit the data extremely well ($\chi^2 = 3.38$, d.f. = 3, CMIN/DF = 1.13, root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] = .03, normed fit index [NFI] = 1.0, and comparative fit index [CFI] = 0.99). The model, along with parameter estimates and significance values, is detailed in figure 8:

**Figure 8: Summary of Study 3 Structural Model, Females Only**

As the model highlights, most of the path coefficients were positive and significant, though in the case of females membership ratings only predicted intrinsic affiliation motives directly, though the interaction of membership and aspirational ratings did positively predict extrinsic affiliation motives. The interaction effect also had no significant impact on intrinsic affiliation motives, though both direct effects were significant predictors. Contrary to what was found with the male cohort, in the female cohort intrinsic affiliation motives were significantly more influential at predicting behavioural intentions than were extrinsic affiliation motives ($z=2.99; p = .003$), though both pathways were positive and significant. This finding provides support for the female aspect of my third hypothesis, in that it appears that for female consumers, intrinsic affiliation motives are a greater predictor of endorsement effectiveness than are extrinsic affiliation motives.

Integrating the results of both sex-based sub-analyses suggest that there is a moderating effect of sex on the relative importance of extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives. Specifically, the results suggest that when male consumers assess a celebrity endorsement,
the strength of both their intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives are equally predictive of subsequent behavioural intentions. Conversely, when female consumers assess a celebrity endorsement, the strength of their intrinsic affiliation motives is a significantly better predictor of subsequent behavioural intentions than is the strength of their extrinsic affiliation motives. These findings largely support my third hypothesis then, suggesting that sex-based differences exist in the relative importance that extrinsic and intrinsic motivations play at predicting consumer intentions. This is the first research in the consumer behaviour field which has examined the moderating effect of sex on the different value-expressive reference group influences, and may help provide more insights into why, for example, sex differences exist in the relative strength of self-versus-other appeals on behavioural intentions. However, they do not explicitly support my initial assertion that for males extrinsic affiliation motives are a greater predictor of effectiveness than intrinsic affiliation motives. Instead, it appears that for males, both extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives are significant predictors of overall endorser effectiveness.

3.3.4.5  Discussion

The results of the between group analyses support my assertion that both aspirational and membership ratings positively predict endorser effectiveness, and that the underlying reasons why these assessments matter differs across the sexes. These findings seem to echo what would be expected in interpersonal relationships as well. In particular, previous interpersonal research has argued that males and females differ in the types of expectations that they put on their same-sex friendships, with females valuing support, loyalty, and empathy to a greater extent than males, and with males placing a premium on wealth, status, attractiveness, and other agency-related aspects of friendship (Hall, 2011; Vigil, 2007). Given that the former elements map more closely with intrinsically-oriented affiliation motives and the latter with extrinsically-oriented ones, it is perhaps not surprising that females are most influenced by intrinsic affiliation motives. It does suggest that for female consumers, the underlying affiliation motives linked with liked human brands closely mirrors affiliation motives linked with real friends. It is worth noting, however, that in this instance at least males were equally influenced by both types of motives, suggesting that the intrinsic affiliation motive measures might be at least partially tapping domains of
friendship both genders find equally important, such as the idea of solidarity amongst friends (Hall, 2011). My findings provide a first step in the consumer behaviour field at examining whether sex influences the relative strength of different value-expressive motivations, and offer a natural extension to existing research outlining sex-based differences in the relative strength of self-versus-other framing of advertising appeals (e.g. Meyers-Levy, 1988; Winterich, et al., 2009; Zhang, et al., 2014). Specifically, the results support the premise that females are more focused on the “other” in a relationship dyad than are male counterparts, even when that “other” is a human brand endorsing some type of product or service.

The results of this study provided additional support for the premise that consumers assess both the aspirational and membership elements of a human brand, and that these human brands are most effective as endorsers when they rate highly on both reference group dimensions. One finding of this study is that irrespective of the prompt first provided in terms of the human brand consumers should nominate (e.g. “think of a friend/idol/someone you have no particular feelings towards”), participants consistently nominated human brands that they rated higher from an aspirational standpoint than a membership standpoint. This suggests that the de facto position human brands occupy is one where they are seen by consumers as more aspirational than membership. An interesting follow-up question is whether there could be situations in which human brands are seen as more membership than aspirational, as opposed to high on both, and what impact that might have on the types of products the endorser is able to effectively promote. This question is explored further in the next study.

3.4 Study 4

I designed study 4 to build on the findings of study 3, using an experimental approach. Specifically, I wanted to gain additional support for the moderating role that sex plays in the relative strength of different affiliation motives, this time in a context where I tried to force human brands into more rigid reference group categories (for example, primarily membership or primarily aspirational, as opposed to high on both elements). I hoped to demonstrate that for male consumers extrinsic affiliation motives are at least as important, if
not more, than intrinsic affiliation motives at predicting behavioural intentions, whereas the reverse is true for female consumers. I also wanted to determine whether I could identify human brands which fit cleanly into only one reference group category – either aspirational or membership, but not high on both – to better determine the differential effects of each reference group type on endorser effectiveness19. By doing so, I set out to test my fourth hypothesis; namely, that human brands rated as primarily aspirational should be most effective when promoting products congruent with consumers’ ideal selves, whereas human brands rated as primarily membership should be most effective when promoting products congruent with consumers’ actual selves.

3.4.1 Design and Procedure

3.4.1.1 Stimuli Development

To determine which human brands and product categories to feature in my experiment, I first conducted a pre-test using an MTurk panel comprising the same population as in the main study (n = 242, M_age = 34.6 (range 19 – 70), 58.2 % male). The two objectives of this pre-test were to identify a pair of male and female human brands who were relatively well-known by participants and also clearly distinct from each other in both membership and aspirational group ratings, and to identify a product pair which were also well-known to participants and clearly distinct from each other on actual versus ideal self congruence. A full list of the human brands, product categories, and specific product brands pre-tested can be found in appendix G.

Participants were first asked their sex, and subsequently directed to see the list of eight human brands whose sex was a match to their own (so male participants were only shown male human brands, for example). This matching was done as my thesis is limited in scope

---

19 Results of studies 1 and 3 clearly demonstrate a benefit to human brand endorser effectiveness when those human brands are rated positively on both aspirational and membership scales (“high-high,” as opposed to being rated well on one but not the other). However, in order to better understand the relative benefits of each category of reference group it seemed appropriate to try to force a manipulation pitting a “high-low” human brand against a “low-high” one; though in reality results so far suggest marketing managers would be best served by using “high-high” human brands as endorsers whenever possible.
to same-sex friendships. Each participant was shown the name and picture of each of the eight human brands one at a time, and asked to indicate whether they were familiar with the human brand featured. If respondents answered “yes” to the familiarity prompt they subsequently answered questions pertaining to the degree that the human brand was a fit with their membership group and aspirational group (the same four-items as used in studies 1 and 2, see appendix C for items). If participants answered “no” to the familiarity prompt they skipped to the next human brand on the list, without answering any additional questions.

After providing feedback on the eight human brands being tested, I then asked participants a series of questions related to the product categories I was pretesting, along with specific brands housed within each product category. Specifically, participants were instructed to indicate on a 1 – 7 scale the degree that the product brand was a match with their self, with 1 = “only a match with my ideal self” and 7 = “only a match with my actual self.” They also had the option of indicating that the brand was not a match with either self.

Within the male participant subsample (n = 141), actors Kevin James and Brad Pitt were selected as the primarily membership and aspirational human brands respectively. Participants were largely familiar with both actors, with 83% familiar with James and 95% familiar with Pitt. Paired sample t-tests demonstrated that participants rated James as significantly higher on the membership scale (M = 4.58) than the aspirational scale (M = 3.66, t_{114} = 8.314, p<.001), and Pitt as significantly higher on the aspirational scale (M = 4.54) than the membership scale (M = 3.65, t_{131} = 6.002, p<.001).

Of the product categories tested, respondents reported the greatest familiarity with chocolates and retail outlets, with almost 84% of participants indicating that they were somewhat or extremely familiar with each of the two categories. The retail category was subsequently selected to avoid any negative associations between the weight of the human brands featured and chocolate, which is typically categorized as an unhealthy or indulgent food (Shiv & Fedorikhin, 1999). The brands selected as consistent with ideal self and actual self were Nordstrom (M = 3.33) and Kohl’s (M = 5.29; t_{98} = 9.801, p<.001) respectively, with 70% of respondents indicating that both of these outlets were a match.
with some version of their self. Although the use of a retail outlet may seem unusual as a ‘good’ to endorse via human brand, the practice is relatively common, with human brands such as Britney Spears previously endorsing Kohl’s, Jennifer Lopez endorsing Macy’s, and Justin Timberlake endorsing Target (Farfan, 2015).

Within the female participant subsample (n = 101), actresses Melissa McCarthy and Angelina Jolie were selected as the primarily membership and aspirational human brands respectively. Participants were relatively familiar with both actresses, with 73% familiar with McCarthy and 99% familiar with Jolie. Paired sample t-tests demonstrated that participants rated McCarthy as significantly higher on the membership scale (M = 5.21) than the aspirational scale (M = 4.55; t\textsubscript{70} = 4.497, p<.001), and Jolie as significantly higher on the aspirational scale (M = 4.20) than the membership scale (M = 2.64; t\textsubscript{100} = 8.906, p<.001).

Of the product categories tested, respondents again reported the greatest familiarity with chocolates (95% somewhat or extremely familiar) and retail outlets (92% somewhat or extremely familiar). Retail outlets were again selected, based on the same concerns as outlined above with males. The brands selected as consistent with ideal self and actual self were again Nordstrom (M = 2.89) and Kohl’s (M = 5.69; t\textsubscript{71} = 13.671, p<.001), with 71% of respondents indicating that both of these outlets were a match with some version of their self.

### 3.4.1.2 Participants and Procedure

North American adults (n = 420, M\textsubscript{age} = 33.9 (range 18 – 67), 57.1% male) were recruited via MTurk and received modest compensation for participating. Participants were first asked to indicate their gender, and then randomized to see one of four versions of an

---

20 A possible concern in the selection of human brands could be that familiarity, or lack thereof, impacted the study results obtained in study 3. However, this does not seem to be an issue in the main study, as only 14 of the 420 study participants (3.3%) indicated no familiarity with the human brand featured in the advertisement they were shown. Although it is unclear exactly why there was such a significant jump in familiarity, both of the lesser known human brands (Kevin James and Melissa McCarthy) appeared in heavily promoted feature films in the period between pre-testing and actual study collection (the former in Paul Blart 2, the latter in Spy).
advertisement in a 2 (human brand: membership vs aspirational) x 2 (product brand: actual self vs ideal self) between-subjects design, with the human brands featured in the advertisements matched on gender to the respondents. Aside from the brand and human brand featured in the ads, every effort was made to keep the remaining elements as consistent as possible between conditions (see ad examples in appendix H).

After seeing the ad, participants were asked the same five items assessing behavioural intentions as have been used in the previous studies, modified only to fit the product context: (1) “how likely are you to find out more about [retailer] and the products the company sells,” (2) “how likely are you to try [retailer’s] products,” (3) “how likely are you to purchase [retailer’s] products,” (4) “how likely are you to recommend [retailer] to a friend,” and (5) “how interested are you in shopping at [retailer].” All items were assessed using the same scale anchors as in studies 1-3, and were averaged to form a composite dependent variable measure of behavioural intentions (α = .97). Participants were subsequently asked to indicate the extent of their agreement with statements suggesting that their consideration of shopping at the retailer was due to the extrinsic (α=.91) and intrinsic (α=.93) affiliation rewards that the experience offered, using the same seven-point scale items used in study 3 and found in appendix C. Participants then rated the human brand endorser featured on both the membership and aspirational reference group scales, which served as a manipulation check on the human brand variable. They also rated the product brand on a 1 – 100 sliding scale, with 1 = “only a match with my actual self (who I am right now)” and 100 = “only a match with my ideal self (who I hope to become).” This measure served as a manipulation check of the actual versus ideal self manipulation. Following these measures, basic demographic variables were collect and participants were debriefed.

3.4.2 Results

3.4.2.1 Manipulation Check

As in previous studies, the four items assessing membership group ratings and the four items assessing aspirational group ratings were averaged to form a composite of membership (α =.95) and aspirational (α = .91) ratings respectively. Results of a
multivariate analysis of variance reveal that the human brand manipulation was successful, with participants shown an ad featuring the aspirational human brand rating that human brand as significantly more aspirational (M = 3.66) than membership (M = 3.24; F(1,418) = 7.17, p = .008), and participants shown an ad featuring the membership human brand rating that human brand as significantly more membership (M = 3.76) than aspirational (M = 2.73; F(1, 418) = 41.03, p < .001). Results of a univariate analysis of variance also show that the product brand manipulation was successful, with participants shown the ad featuring the actual-self congruent brand rating it as significantly lower on the actual – ideal self continuum scale (M = 46.07) than participants shown the ad featuring the ideal-self congruent brand (M = 57.78, F(1, 418) = 41.13, p < .001). In sum, both manipulations appear to have worked as intended.

3.4.2.2 Study Results, Moderated Mediation

To begin, I wanted to ensure that there were no floor effects as a result of the high familiarity of the retailing brands used in the advertisements, in relation to behavioural intentions. Table 8 contains summary statistics, which show that the behavioural intention composite scores for both men and women across both retailers fell just slightly above the mid-point on the 1-7 intentions scale, suggesting that floor effects are likely not an issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kohl’s</th>
<th></th>
<th>Nordstrom</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To test my hypotheses I conducted a moderated mediation analysis using the PROCESS macro developed by Hayes (2012, model 8, using 1,000 iterations to derive a 95% confidence interval) for the indirect effects of human brand and product brand type on behavioural intentions. This model enabled me to explore the direct and indirect effects of both human brand type and product brand type on the behavioural intention composite score (the full model is depicted in figure 9). Human brand type was dummy coded (1 = membership; 2 = aspirational) as was product brand type (1 = actual-self congruent; 2 = ideal-self congruent).
Unfortunately, results of the analysis revealed that none of the predictors significantly predicted either extrinsic or intrinsic affiliation rewards, as the 95% confidence interval for the highest order interaction included zero for both extrinsic ($\beta = -0.09$, S.E. = .08, CI [-.31, .02]) and intrinsic ($\beta = -0.23$, S.E. = .16, CI [-.60, .03]) affiliation rewards (see table 9). Taken together, these results do not support hypothesis 4. Product brand self-congruence type does not seem to interact with human brand type to influence the relative persuasiveness of an endorsement appeal, mediated by either intrinsic or extrinsic rewards. Although studies demonstrate that consumer perceptions of fit between source characteristics and the products being promoted moderates the effectiveness of an endorsement (Kamins, 1990), these fit considerations do not appear to extend to human brand type and actual versus ideal product self-congruence. Potential reasons for this lack of support for hypothesis 4 will be reviewed in the discussion section.

Table 9: Study 4 model coefficients, mediated moderation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>MEDIATOR 1 Extrinsic Affiliation Motives</th>
<th>MEDIATOR 2 Intrinsic Affiliation Motives</th>
<th>OUTCOME Behavioural Intention Composite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Coeff. 1.54  SE 0.76  t(415) 2.03*</td>
<td>Coeff. 2.45  SE 0.08  t(415) 3.07**</td>
<td>Coeff. 0.92  SE 0.68  t(413) 1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Brand Type</td>
<td>.88  0.48  1.28  1.84*</td>
<td>.57  0.50  1.12  1.13</td>
<td>.83  0.42  1.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Brand Type</td>
<td>.62  0.48  1.28  1.12</td>
<td>.57  0.50  1.12  1.13</td>
<td>.83  0.42  1.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human x Product Brand Type</td>
<td>-.40 .30  -1.32  -1.66*</td>
<td>-.47 .32  -1.48  -1.66*</td>
<td>-.44 .27  -1.66*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic (MED 1)</td>
<td>---  ---  ---  ---</td>
<td>---  ---  ---  ---</td>
<td>---  ---  ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic (MED 2)</td>
<td>---  ---  ---  ---</td>
<td>---  ---  ---  ---</td>
<td>---  ---  ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R^2=.01, F(3,415) = 1.78, p = .150</strong></td>
<td><strong>R^2=.01, F(3,415) = 1.78, p = .150</strong></td>
<td><strong>R^2=.41, F(5,413) = 56.81, p = &lt;.001</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mediation analyses were run in parallel
*p<.10; **p<.05; ***p<.01; ****p<.001
In addition to testing for the hypothesized interaction effect of human brand type and product brand type, I also wanted to test the direct and indirect effect of human brand type on behavioural intentions mediated by both intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives. Given that product brand type was an insignificant variable in the analyses above, I dropped it as a moderator and re-ran a mediation analysis using product type as a covariate. Specifically, I conducted a series of mediation analyses using a 2 way (human brand type: membership vs aspirational) between subjects design, again testing both intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation rewards as potential mediators of the effect of human brand type on behavioural intention measures, but this time I simply included product brand type as a control variable (Hayes, 2012, model 4, using 1,000 iterations to derive a 95% confidence interval). Given that sex moderated the relative importance of extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives on outcomes in study 3, not only did I run this model at the group level, including product brand and sex as control variables, but I also ran the model for both men and women separately, again with product brand as a control variable. Results of all three analyses are reported in turn below.

3.4.2.3 Study Results, Mediation with Full Cohort

The results of the full cohort of participants revealed that there were significant positive indirect effects of human brand type on behavioural intentions via extrinsic affiliation motives (see table 10 for details, path diagrams in appendix I; β = .07, S.E. = .4, CI [.01, .18]) but not via intrinsic affiliation motives (β = -.06, S.E. = .07, CI [ -.20, .09]). There was no significant direct effect of human brand on behavioural intentions (β = .15, S.E. = .13, CI [-.11, .41]). These results suggest that human brands rated as primarily aspirational make for more effective product endorsers than brands rated as primarily membership, and that their effectiveness is driven by consumer perceptions of extrinsic affiliation rewards. Put simply, consumers are more likely to shop at retailers when Brad Pitt is endorsing an outlet than Kevin James, because they perceive a greater chance of subsequently impressing others as a result. It is surprising, however, that intrinsic affiliation motives had no role in predicting overall behavioural intentions in this case, as that does not mirror the findings seen in study 3. I will revisit this finding in the discussion section.
Table 10: Study 4 Mediation Results, Full Cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>MEDIATOR 1 Extrinsic Affiliation Motives</th>
<th>MEDIATOR 2 Intrinsic Affiliation Motives</th>
<th>OUTCOME Behavioural Intention Composite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>t (415)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>5.65***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Brand Type</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1.88+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Brand Type</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic (MED 1)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic (MED 2)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mediation analyses were run in parallel, product brand type and gender served as controls.

*p<.10; *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

3.4.2.4 Mediation Results, Males Only

Repeating the same analysis with only the male subsample (n = 239) and product brand as a control variable largely replicated the pattern of results reported above (see table 11 for details, and path diagrams for all three mediation analyses in appendix I). There were again significant indirect effects of human brand type on behavioural intentions via extrinsic affiliation motives (β = .23, S.E. = .10, CI [.06, .48] but not via intrinsic affiliation motives (β = .11, S.E. = .08, CI [-.01, .30]). There was no significant direct effect of human brand on behavioural intentions (β = .16, S.E. = .17, CI [-.18, .49]). These findings somewhat replicate those seen in study 3, in that again extrinsic affiliation motives played an important role in predicting behavioural intentions. However, unlike study 3, in this case intrinsic affiliation motives were an insignificant predictor of intentions. I will revisit this finding in more detail in the discussion section, highlighting potential reasons for the discrepancy. These results suggest that for male consumers, human brands seen as primarily aspirational make for more effective endorsers than do human brands seen as primarily membership, and that their effectiveness is due to consumer perceptions of greater extrinsic affiliation rewards.
Table 11: Study 4 Mediation Results, Males Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t (236)</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t (236)</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t (234)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>4.75***</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>5.43***</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>5.11***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Brand Type</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>2.75**</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Brand Type</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.55</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-3.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic (MED 1)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>4.89***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic (MED 2)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>3.92***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²=.03, F(2, 236)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R²=.01, F(2, 236)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R²=.45, F(4, 234)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.81, p = .02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.27, p = .28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48.25, p = &lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mediation analyses were run in parallel, product brand type served as a control
*p<.10; *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

3.4.2.5 Mediation Results, Females Only

Repeating the same analysis with the female subsample (n = 180) and including product brand as a control variable revealed a different pattern of results to what was found with the male subsample (see table 12, path diagrams in appendix I). Specifically, the indirect effects of human brand type on behavioural intentions was mediated by intrinsic affiliation motives in this instance (β = -.43, S.E. = .15, CI [-.77, -.18]) and not by extrinsic affiliation motives (β = -.01, S.E. = .03, CI [-.13, .03]). In addition, the direction of the effects was reversed, this time favouring the membership human brand over the aspirational human brand. There was no significant direct effect of human brand type on behavioural intentions (β = .14, S.E. = .21, CI [-.27, .56]). Contrary to what was seen with the male sub-segment, in the case of female consumers human brands seen as primarily membership appear to be more effective endorsers than human brands seen as primarily aspirational. In addition, and consistent with what was seen in study 3, for female consumers intrinsic affiliation motives are a greater predictor of endorsement effectiveness than are extrinsic affiliation motives21.

---

21 One potential counterargument could be that participants viewed the aspirational human brand used (Angelina Jolie) unfavourably, with results driven by disliking for the aspirational brand as opposed to liking for the membership brand. To rule this out, I re-ran the analysis removing those participants (n = 17) who indicated that they disliked the human brand shown in the ad, which I collected as a control variable. The re-analysis yields the same pattern of results as reported above in the full cohort, with the indirect path again mediated by intrinsic affiliation motives exclusively (β = -.30, S.E. = .15, CI [-.57, -.02]).
### Table 12: Study 4 Mediation Results, Females Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MEDIATOR 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>MEDIATOR 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>OUTCOME Behavioural Intention Composite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extrinsic Affiliation Motives</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intrinsic Affiliation Motives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictors</td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>t (177)</td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>6.00***</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Brand Type</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>-.35</td>
<td>-.75</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Brand Type</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic (MED 1)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic (MED 2)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R²=.00, F(2, 177) = .23,</td>
<td>R²=.06, F(2, 177) = 5.74, p = .004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p = .79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mediation analyses were run in parallel, product brand type served as a control

+ p<.10; * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001

### 3.4.3 Discussion

Several findings from this study are worth highlighting. To begin, the results of the overall analysis did not find that intrinsic affiliation motives significantly mediated behavioural intentions, when human brand type was used as the independent variable. There are several reasons why this may have occurred. To begin, study 3 demonstrated that intrinsic affiliation motives are positively influenced by both aspirational and membership ratings.

In that study, participants were able to select their own human brand, ensuring strong initial familiarity and, for two of the three prompts, strong positive affect towards that individual. The present study, conversely, featured externally-provided human brands, and participant ratings on those brands on both scales was markedly lower as a result (Study 3 M\text{ASPIRATIONAL} = 5.12, M\text{MEMBERSHIP} = 4.37; Study 4 M\text{ASPIRATIONAL} = 3.46, M\text{MEMBERSHIP} = 3.22). This suggests that, while the manipulation in this study may have worked as intended in that it clearly categorized human brands into either “high-low” or “low-high” distinctions, it was not successful at actually selecting human brands strongly regarded as high from a reference group perspective. Specifically, while I was hoping here to compare a strong idol to a strong friend and use those as proxy measures for strong aspiration and strong membership respectively, the reference group ratings suggest that my manipulations were not really appropriate proxies in this case.
In order to better ascertain whether the pattern of results seen in study 3 did indeed replicate when the reference group ratings were used, I reanalyzed the data for this study using the same approach as I had adopted for study 3. When actual reference group ratings are used as independent variables, the data obtained here largely replicates that seen in study 3, and in particular the relative size and impact of each of the variables (see appendix J for path diagram). This suggests that while the use of a dichotomous “idol versus friend” type label for human brands provides a fast and easily understood distinction, it also fails to adequately capture much of the variance within each human brand in regards to reference group ratings. Much the same way that consumer-product brand relationships are nuanced and somewhat idiosyncratic at the individual consumer level (Fournier, 1998), so too are they at the consumer-human brand level. Attempting to reduce a human brand to a single label of “friend” or “idol” risks incorrectly assessing that human brand’s endorser potential, as compared to using the more comprehensive aspirational and membership scales as an assessment tool.

Another interesting finding from this study was that the type of product being promoted did not matter in terms of driving endorser effectiveness. Whereas previous research has demonstrated that there are benefits to matching endorsers with products based on perceptions of fit on dimensions such as credibility and attractiveness (Kamins 1990; Kang and Herr 2006), it does not appear that this particular proposed dimension of fit matters to consumers. There are two potential reasons for this finding that I can think of. The first reason could be a lack of motivation to critically assess the fit on the part of participants in this study. Specifically, the product brands were selected specifically because participants indicated a high baseline familiarity with them, and I wanted to minimize the risk of confounding study results based on low brand awareness. A potential downside to the brands used, however, is that the high baseline familiarity could have reduced participant motivation to process the ad carefully (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Other research testing elements of fit between the source and product has found that, under conditions of low cognitive elaboration, positive source characteristics exert a positive effect irrespective of how well they match the paired brand (Kang & Herr, 2006). In this instance, it might be that participants simply lacked the involvement levels needed to encourage advertisement scrutiny and assessments of fit.
A second potential cause for the lack of fit finding was the relatively broad nature of the categories featured. I explicitly selected two large retailer brands (i.e., Nordstrom and Kohl’s) as opposed to specific brands and product types (i.e., Docker shoes or Polo shirts) to increase the likelihood that participants were not only familiar with the brands but also more likely to consider consuming products sold at those retailers. A potential downside, however, is that there is a lot more flexibility in terms of the types of products that were thought of, given the range of products sold. It is possible that consumers who saw a pairing of a primarily “friend” human brand with the ideal-self retailer Nordstrom naturally thought of products sold which were more congruent with the actual-self, and primarily “idol” human brands with the actual-self retailer Kohl’s similarly thought of more ideal-self congruent products. Future research may wish to explore this issue of fit further by conducting similar studies, both in a context of high involvement and also in a context with a narrower and unambiguous product category, to see whether in either or both instance fit matters then. Also worth exploring is whether differences exist in terms of consumer reactions to membership versus aspirational brands promoting controversial or offensive products not seen as a fit to either consumer self.

Finally, most interesting were the very strong sex-based effects seen in this study, somewhat replicating those seen in study 3 though to a greater extreme. In both studies, intrinsic affiliation motives have been the primary predictor of behavioural intentions for females, whereas extrinsic affiliation motives have been at least as important if not more so for males. Researchers studying gender-based distinctions in same-sex friendships have long argued that females place a greater emphasis on many of the intrinsically-oriented benefits of friendship, including things like mutual support, self-disclosure, and empathy (Caldwell & Peplau, 1982; Fehr, 2004) than do their male counterparts. Conversely, men place a greater emphasis on some of the extrinsically-oriented benefits of friendship, including valuing social status, education, attractiveness, and so forth in their same-sex friendships more than females (Vigil, 2007). Research has demonstrated that consumers can come to form attachments with human brands (Thomson, 2006) just as they would with their interpersonal relationships, and based on the results of these studies it appears that consumers place the same same-sex friendship-type expectations and roles on human brands that they would real friends.
Although the results of study 3 suggest that the best way to maximize endorser effectiveness is to select human brands who rate positively on both aspirational and reference group effects, the results of this study highlight that advertisers should weight the aspirational piece more heavily when selecting male human brand endorsers than with female human brand endorsers, assuming that the advertisement’s target audience is also males. Given that males place more emphasis on friendships for the extrinsic benefits they provide than do females, it is important for human brand endorsers to possess qualities that consumers would want to copy or mimic. This finding suggests that for male human brands, many of the traditional source model recommendations (such as attractiveness and expertise; Ohanian, 1991) still likely hold true. However, for females, it appears that priority is being given to intrinsically-oriented benefits of affiliation, diminishing the importance of traditional characteristics such as attractiveness in comparison to relationship-type elements.

For example, in this study, females rated the aspirational human brand as significantly more attractive than the membership human brand ($M_{\text{ASPIRATIONAL}} = 7.79$ vs $M_{\text{MEMBERSHIP}} = 6.75$, $t_{(127)} = 2.39$, $p=.02$), and the product category featured is one where attractiveness would be deemed relevant and fit should be a driver (Kahle & Homer, 1985; Kang & Herr, 2006). In spite of the clear benefits in this situation of the aspirational endorser based on established drivers of endorser effectiveness, results of an ANOVA analysis looking at the main effects of endorser type on outcomes shows no significant difference between the two, and if anything directionally favours the membership human brand ($M_{\text{ASPIRATIONAL}} = 4.22$ vs $M_{\text{MEMBERSHIP}} = 4.52$; $F_{(1, 178)} = 1.39$, $p=.24$). This finding is particularly noteworthy as it runs counter to current thinking around human brand selection, suggesting that reference group ratings may play a more important role for females in determining endorser effectiveness than traditional source effects. Indeed, it suggests that rather than expend efforts at making an endorser appear more credible or attractive, human brand management teams may be better rewarded by focusing on increasing reference group ratings via approaches such as increased human brand self-disclosure.
4 General Discussion

Celebrities draw these powerful meanings from the roles they assume in their television, movie, military, athletic, and other careers.

- McCracken (1989; p. 315)

McCracken’s (1989) central tenant – arguing that human brands are comprised of a bundle of associated meanings which are ultimately linked with an endorsed brand – is not inconsistent with my thesis. However, times have changed. When McCracken’s seminal research was published, the Internet was still a fledgling concept, and the world had not heard of Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram. A limitation of the meaning transfer theory, as a result, is a narrow view of human brand meaning as something that is tightly held and controlled by the human brand himself, devoid of any potential for consumer interpretation to shape and modify that meaning (Ligas & Cotte, 1999). In this narrow conceptualization, the human brand persona had little to do with who the human brand was as a person, instead shaped largely by the roles assumed on television, in movies, and so forth.

Consumers are now, more than ever, exposed to human brands in intimate and unexpected ways. Many human brands have social media accounts, posting private pictures for public consumption, responding to consumer comments and questions, and using their celebrity status to promote lifestyle blogs, political parties, and environmental causes. In essence, the bundle of meanings associated with human brands now comprises not only the roles those human brands have assumed and what third party media might report, but also first-hand information about the human brands that the brands themselves have provided. This shift, which may seem relatively subtle, I believe is the underlying reason for the evolution in how consumers relate to and identify with human brands.

I am not arguing that human brands have lost their aspirational status, or that conceptualizing human brands as aspirational is inappropriate. Instead, the results of this research suggest that limiting human brand categorization to strictly aspirational oversimplifies consumer-human brand relationship categories and misses an opportunity to assess a human brand’s endorser effectiveness in a more comprehensive manner. Given
that I found across studies a consistently strong positive relationship between membership ratings and behavioural intentions.\textsuperscript{22} Brand managers looking to identify appropriate product ambassadors would do well to assess both reference group aspects when vetting potential candidates.

The results of this research suggest that, while popular human brands are still viewed as aspirational by consumers, they can also be seen as somewhat akin to friends; individuals who, if given the chance, could fit in with a consumer’s peer group. This finding speaks to a certain accessibility factor associated with current human brands potentially lacking with the stars of yesteryear. Previously human brands enjoyed an air of mystery, due to the restricted exposure that consumers had to them via film and select interviews, but that degree of separation may have also limited endorser potential by way of handicapping membership ratings. Additional support for this premise comes from my second study, which demonstrated that by simply engaging in single act of intimate self-disclosure, a liked human brand increased her endorser effectiveness. Social media provides a platform for this type of self-disclosure not accessible to human brands even a decade ago.

\section*{4.1 Contributions}

My thesis contributes to the consumer behaviour literature in a variety of ways. Researchers have recently argued for more academic study into the topic of human brands (Keel & Nataraajan, 2012), stating that there is yet quite a bit to learn about celebrity endorsement effectiveness. My findings provide an important step towards addressing this gap. To begin, they demonstrate that there is indeed merit to assessing how aspirational a human brand is, as higher ratings positively impact endorsement potential. In addition, however, they also identify the need for ongoing differentiation at the level of in-group within the human brand realm. Just as consumers can come to form a range of relationships with liked product brands (Fournier, 1998), so too it appears with liked human brands. As such, my findings suggest that conceptualizing human brands as purely aspirational is too

\textsuperscript{22} See appendix K for a summary table of hypotheses and corresponding study findings.
narrow a focus, and that considering both aspirational and membership elements offers a more comprehensive assessment of an endorser’s potential. Whereas prior research focused on how to best assess the overall strength of a consumer relationship with human brands generally (e.g. R. B. Rubin & McHugh, 1987; Russell, et al., 2004; Thomson, 2006), here I have focused on how different facets of a consumer’s relationship with human brands shape how and why those human brands ultimately influence consumer purchase behaviours. My findings suggest that adopting the reference group framework is a relatively simple yet effective approach to predicting endorser potential.

My research also helps address a long overlooked question in the literature; namely, whether it is appropriate to group the potentially disparate value-expressive influences (Park & Lessig, 1977) into one umbrella concept, and if not, whether differences exist in the relative strength or importance of each element. Here, results suggest that not only are the two value-expressive influences very different from each other, they vary in terms of strength based on consumers’ sex. Specifically, while both influences appear to be equally useful in explaining why consumers purchase and use endorsed products when studying the population at a whole, upon closer inspection that approach masks important sex-based differences. For female consumers, intrinsic affiliation motives are a greater predictor of behavioural intentions in regards to endorsed products than are extrinsic affiliation motives, whereas for males extrinsic affiliation motives are at least as influential, if not more so. Given that both aspirational and membership ratings are important predictors of intrinsic affiliation motives, these results suggest that for ads featuring endorsers and targeting female consumers especially, there is merit to trying to select human brands rated highly on both dimensions. These findings were particularly noteworthy in regards to study 4, where for female consumers, a human brand that was rated more highly on the membership dimension than the aspirational dimension was more persuasive at endorsing a large clothing retailer, in spite of the fact that she was also rated as less attractive. Traditional source effects researchers would have proposed the opposite, given that there is a better match between the attractive endorser and the clothing domain (Kamins & Gupta, 1994). I believe this finding speaks to the power of reference group ratings as an endorser assessment tool, especially when examining sex-based differences.
This research is also the first within the consumer behaviour domain to draw parallels between sex-based differences in interpersonal relationship expectations and marketing-relevant consequences. Significant research exists looking at how sex differences in the self versus other distinction shape brand preferences and advertising message receptivity (e.g. Brunel & Nelson, 2000; Fisher & Dubé, 2005; Winterich, et al., 2009), but the self versus other distinction is limited to inanimate product brands. In those instances affiliation motives likely play a lesser role in driving consumption behaviours, particularly with those brands that consumers do not feel strongly attached to. In the case of human brands, however, affiliation motives appear to almost exclusively predict consumption behaviours, suggesting that modeling consumer-human brand relationships after interpersonal relationships is of particular value in this context.

In addition, the self versus other framework is largely based on the agency communion distinction first proposed by Bakan (1966), which argues that males value autonomy and dominance whereas females value cohesion and social connection. Extending this thinking, then, when marketers appeal to males, they should focus on the benefits to the self whereas when they appeal to females, they should focus on the benefits to others. My findings suggest that advertisers do not need to explicitly frame arguments using this self-other distinction. Instead, it appears that absent any self versus other prompts or frames, males will naturally focus on self-benefits to a greater extent than females when evaluating the persuasiveness of an advertisement. Females, conversely, will naturally consider how their actions or responses benefit not only themselves but any other parties involved. Future research may consider testing this proposition in a product brand context, to see if it holds there as well. I suspect it might, as males consider the benefits to the self to a greater extent than females even when evaluating the attractiveness of products to be purchased for others as gifts (Fischer & Arnold, 1990). This suggests that across a variety of consumption contexts and domains, a self-focused schema is relatively more activated for males than females irrespective of explicit advertising cues.

Finally, my research highlights the importance of human brands engaging in self-disclosure as a way of strengthening consumer relationships. Self-disclosure has long been advocated as a technique for strengthening interpersonal relationships (Aron, et al., 1997) and a
management approach for gaining employee support and trust (Mayer, et al., 1995). In addition, marketers have acknowledged that in the new era of social media and online campaigns, successful firms need to engage in open and ongoing communications with would-be consumers, as a way of building trust and customer engagement (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Whereas there can be challenges for firms trying to engage in self-disclosure on behalf of product brands – who, for example, will be the “face” of the self-disclosure – this challenge does not exist with human brands. Instead, my findings suggest that those human brands who want to maximize their potential as endorsers should actively engage in the practice.

4.2 Unanswered questions and research extensions

The findings of this thesis open the door to a range of potentially interesting research extensions. There are two that I think are particularly noteworthy: the role of self-esteem and the activation of various self-goals as moderators of the sex differences seen around affiliation motives, and the role of construal level and message framing fit with the human brand endorser. These will be discussed in turn.

4.2.1 Self-Esteem, Self-Verification, and Self-Enhancement

Escalas and Bettman (2003) examined the extent to which an active self-goal moderates the degree to which a consumer identifies, or seeks to connect, with either aspirational or membership reference groups and the brands they consumed. What they found was that when a consumer has a self-verification goal active, meaning that he was actively seeking to confirm who he was and maintain a stable self-view (Swann, Pelham, & Krull, 1989), perceptions of brand fit with the consumer’s membership group are particularly predictive of self-brand connections. However, when the consumer has a self-enhancement goal active, in that the consumer is actively trying to “increase the positivity or reduce the negativity of [his] self-view” (Kwang & Swann, 2010, p. 264), perceptions of brand fit with a consumer’s aspirational group are more predictive of self-brand connections (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). This research finding is consistent with the view that social identities are,
to a degree, malleable, and influenced by a variety of situational and contextual factors (Reed II & Bolton, 2005).

The implication here is that if someone is under a self-esteem threat, facing rejection, or suffering from generally low levels of self-esteem, a self-enhancement goal should become active (Kwang & Swann, 2010). When self-enhancement goals are active, a consumer should be motivated to seek out opportunities to repair self-esteem. One way to do that is by consuming a brand used by aspirational group members. In doing so, a consumer is able to more closely resemble his ideal self and ideal others, allowing him to feel better about himself. However, when self-verification goals are active, self-brand connections should be linked to perceived congruity between a product and the consumer’s membership group (Escalas & Bettman, 2003).

There are two potential implications of the findings above for the present research. The more obvious one is that, by priming consumers with either a self-verification or a self-enhancement goal, the relative persuasiveness of either a primarily membership or primarily aspirational human brand should increase accordingly. This finding would provide additional support for the premise that consumers relate to human brands in a similar fashion to their interpersonal relationships, by mirroring the findings previously reported by Escalas and Bettman (2003) vis-à-vis different reference group effects. A more interesting extension, from my perspective, is an examination of whether a self-esteem threat directed towards female consumers would reverse the pattern of effects reported here in terms of the relative strength of intrinsic versus extrinsic affiliation motives. Specifically, if triggering self-enhancement goals motivate individuals to seek out opportunities to repair self-esteem, one way to do so is to bolster the self in the eyes of others. In that case, then, endorsements should be more heavily weighted based on the potential extrinsic rewards that the consumption experience offers, irrespective of the intrinsic rewards. Put another way, I suspect that activating a self-enhancement goal might act as a boundary condition to the current findings indicating that intrinsic affiliation motives are a bigger driver of behavioural intentions for females than are extrinsic affiliation motives. Future research may want to examine this issue further.
4.2.2 Construal Level and Reference Group Type

A second potential direction for additional research focuses on the link between the reference group types and construal level. Construal level theory argues that people think of objects or events differently, depending on their temporal, spatial, or social distance (grouped together under the umbrella term of psychological distance; Liberman & Trope, 1998). Objects seen as temporally, spatially, or socially close are thought of in very concrete terms, whereas those seen as more distant are thought of at a more abstract level (Liberman & Trope, 1998). For example, studies have shown that participants weigh the pros and cons of job prospects differently for themselves than they do for a stranger, focusing more heavily on feasibility constraints when the job is for themselves and more on desirability when the job is for a stranger (Kray & González, 1999). Feasibility focuses on the practical, tangible elements of an issue or option, whereas desirability focuses on the abstract and intangible ones.

As I have argued earlier in this thesis, whereas membership groups are comprised of individuals that someone already affiliates with, aspirational groups are comprised of admired but socially removed others. This distinction has clear links back to the social distance element of construal theory, and suggests that membership group members should be thought of at a lower construal level than aspirational group members. As a result, construal level theory predicts that the membership reference group should be seen in a more concrete and temporally close way than the aspirational group. This is consistent with the idea that aspirational reference groups represent our ideals or what we hope to become, since we often think about our “best selves” in the future in relatively abstract and fuzzy ways, ignoring or minimizing obstacles to achieving that ideal self state (Trope & Liberman, 2003). It makes sense then that cognitions about aspirational selves focus heavily on desirability-oriented or higher order concepts, whereas actual selves and membership groups are more focused on feasibility-type cognitions.

Consumer behaviour research to date has looked at the effectiveness of a range of ads, demonstrating that processing fluency and overall ad effectiveness is maximized when the ad is congruent with its perceived psychological distance. For example, an ad for laundry
detergent shown in a magazine would be viewed as more distant than an ad for that same detergent in the grocery store by the detergent isle; in the former case the ad should focus on core product aspects and overall product desirability, such as its strong cleaning power, whereas in the latter case focus should be directed towards more peripheral feasibility characteristics such as a sale price or easy-to-carry handle (Dhar & Kim, 2007). Extending this into the present research suggests that endorsements featuring different human brand types should consider the frame adopted by their advertisements and the degree to which it is consistent with the endorser used. Advertisements featuring human brands who are seen as primarily aspirational, with low membership ratings, will likely be most effective when accompanied by text highlighting desirability characteristics of the product being featured. Those featuring human brands who are seen as primarily membership, conversely, should be most effective when focusing on feasibility characteristics and more concrete product claims. Though current literature in marketing has examined a range of construal-level implications for the field of marketing (e.g. Alexander, Lynch Jr, & Wang, 2008; Malkoc, Zauberman, & Ulu, 2005), the reference group categorization associated with a product endorser is as of now an unexplored extension.

4.2.3 Interaction Effect

Though not a formal research extension per se, it is worth revisiting the issue of whether aspirational and membership ratings operate via direct effects only or whether an interaction does exist. As I spoke about at length earlier, the literature is silent on the issue from both an empirical and theoretical standpoint, and so I began this thesis research without a clear sense of how the two variables related. Unfortunately, the results here do little to shed light on that research question, given the conflicting data obtained across studies. To begin, in study 1 I found that, while both aspirational and membership ratings positively predicted behavioural intentions, the interaction of the two was insignificant. My study 4 re-analysis, found in appendix J, replicates these results. Study 3, however, did find a significant interaction effect, though it is worth noting that the increase in variance explained by the addition of the interaction was relatively small in relation to the increase in variance explained by the addition of membership ratings. Taken together, these findings suggest that while the interaction effect may be statistically significant, the results across my studies
do not provide sufficient evidence for substantive or managerially material effect. Future research may want to examine this issue further, hopefully providing more clarity and consistency in findings.

4.3 Conclusions

In this thesis I sought to explore a range of questions of both theoretical and substantive interest: does assessing a human brand’s endorser potential depend on both aspirational and membership reference group ratings; are both intrinsic and extrinsic affiliation motives equally predictive of behavioural intentions; does sex play a role in consumer-human brand relationships; and finally, does self-disclosure enhance these relationships? Across four studies I have provided support for the notion that assessing the strength of a human brand’s endorser potential by adopting a reference group framework is an effective approach, and that reference group effects are largely a result of consumers’ affiliation motives. In addition, sex plays a key role in determining why consumers purchase products endorsed by human brands, highlighting that for females in particular, friendship motivations extend from their interpersonal relationships to their relationships with human brands. Finally, for human brands hoping to increase their reference group ratings, increasing self-disclosure is an effective approach to use.
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## Appendices

### Appendix A: Overview of Model Elements Tested across Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Study 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram for Study 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram for Study 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram for Study 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram for Study 4" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Study 1**: Reference group evaluations → Endorser effectiveness
- **Study 2**: Self-disclosure → Reference group evaluations → Endorser effectiveness
- **Study 3**: Reference group evaluations → Affiliation motives → Endorser effectiveness
- **Study 4**: Reference group evaluations → Affiliation motives → Endorser effectiveness
Appendix B: Sample advertisements used in study 1 (pilot)
Appendix C: Scale items tested (final retained items indicated in bold)

**Membership Group** (Escalas & Bettman, 2003)
(1) I like HBx; (2) **I fit with HBx**; (3) I belong to the same type of group as HBx; (4) **I consider myself to be the same type of person as HBx**; (5) HBx feels like a friend to me; (6) HBx would fit in with me and my friends; (7) When I think about HBx, I feel like we could be part of the same group of friends; (8) It would be a pleasure to meet HBx.

**Aspirational Group** (Escalas & Bettman, 2003)
(1) I respect HBx; (2) **I look up to HBx**; (3) **I would like to be more like HBx**; (4) I wish I had more friends like HBx; (5) HBx feels like an idol to me; (6) HBx would fit in with the kinds of people I wish I fit in with; (7) When I think about HBx, I feel like HBx would be part of a better group of friends than me; (8) **It would be an honour to meet HBx.**

**Intrinsic Rewards** (Rempel, et al., 1985)
I would consider purchasing sunglasses endorsed by HBx because:
(1) It helps me feel close and connected to HBx; (2) HBx endorses it, and we have the same interests; (3) **I have a lot of fun with HBx**; (4) **I like what HBx likes**; (5) I want to support HBx; (6) **I like sharing things in common with HBx.**

**Extrinsic Rewards** (Rempel, et al., 1985)
I would consider purchasing sunglasses endorsed by HBx because:
(1) Using a brand endorsed by HB will impress others; (2) **Being more like HBx will help me meet new and interesting people**; (3) Using brand x will help me feel closer to the luxurious lifestyle I’ve always dreamed of; (4) I want to be more like HBx so others will think more highly of me; (5) **Using a brand endorsed by HBx will help me have a more exciting lifestyle**; (6) Using a brand endorsed by HBx will help me get away from my past and become a new me.
Appendix D: Sample article used in study 2, character version

Q&A: Emma Stone’s Latest Collaboration with Woody Allen

October 8, 2014

By Kate Erbland

When Emma Stone talks about the kind of actor that she’d like to be, the conversation inevitably turns to comedy—which is appropriate, since Stone’s brief but impressive filmography thus far includes a number of funny movies: Superbad (2007), Easy A (2010), Crazy, Stupid, Love (2011), and Magic in the Moonlight (2014), directed by Woody Allen. As a kid growing up, she studied Saturday Night Live religiously, and even performed in the local improv theater. She will no doubt be flexing those same acting muscles in her upcoming drama-comedy and second collaboration with Woody Allen, currently filming in Long Island alongside Joaquin Phoenix and Parker Posey. I spoke with the actress about the movie last month.
In this film you play a college student who begins a relationship with your philosophy professor (played by actor Joaquin Phoenix). Is that correct?

Yes, it is. My character (Selina) plays a sophomore student taking philosophy, who ends up being drawn to (Phoenix) for a variety of reasons. She's searching for herself, trying to make sense of her past and the experiences that made her who she is. When she meets (Phoenix), she sees him as holding some of the answers to her questions, and she connects with him in some sense as a way of trying to better connect with herself.

That sounds a little secretive! Can you give us a few more details?

Well, my character is from Arizona, and she had a pretty normal upbringing in many ways. Summers at the beach with her mom and brother, parents happily married, and the usual high-school level heartbreaks along the way. But Selina also has her share of mental-health issues. Early on we learn that Selina suffered from near-crippling anxiety, which made it hard for her to talk in class, meet new people, or even leave the house sometimes.

That sounds terrible. How did she cope?

Well, at first, she didn't. At some point around 15 or 16, Selina meets a new student in her high school, Dane, who introduces her to drugs. She starts with pretty mundane stuff—you know, marijuana—but quickly it snowballs into things like ecstasy and cocaine and other uppers. She keeps taking these drugs because they make her feel more confident, more outgoing, and she feels like they help her overcome her anxieties and phobias. Over time, though, Selina starts to change.
How so?

Well, before the drugs she’s a good person, considerate and pretty rule-abiding. As Selina starts down the path of doing more drugs, she becomes reckless, and self-absorbed. The feelings of confidence and invincibility the drugs give her leads to poor choices, regrettable actions. For example, she starts cutting class, lying to her parents, even shoplifting. Over time, Selina starts becoming, if not quite promiscuous, then at least more sexually active than her peers. She does a lot of things that she later regrets.

Let’s talk about that for a minute. What caused Selina to realize that she needed to change, if she does?

She does, she definitely does. I’m not sure that it’s one big “thing” that makes Selina realize she’s become someone she doesn’t like or want to be though. Instead, it’s more like a series of small events lead her to stop and think, “can I be proud of the person I am now?” When Selina realizes that the answer is no, she stops the drugs and ends her relationship with Dane. She starts apologizing to the people around her that she’s hurt, and tries to better herself. It isn’t an easy process though, and we still see her struggling with guilty feelings over the past. It’s hard, you know?
Appendix E: Advertisement used in study 2

‘Tis the Season...
to Sparkle!

Emma Stone

This holiday season, get into the spirit of things with a little help from Pandora. Our earring selection offers a wide variety of styles, from hoops to dangling gemstones, in silver, gold, or a mix of both. Regardless of your taste and style preferences, we have earrings that will help you look and feel your sparkly best.
### Appendix F: Correlational table of framework variables, study 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Aspirational reference group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Membership reference group</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Extrinsic affiliation motives</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Intrinsic affiliation motives</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Behavioural intentions</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All p’s <.01
Appendix G: Human brands and product brands pre-tested, study 4

Male Human Brands
- Denzel Washington
- Kevin James
- Christina Bale
- Kevin Hart
- Brad Pitt
- Jimmy Kimmel
- Craig Robinson
- Will Smith

Female Human Brands
- Ellen DeGeneres
- Angelina Jolie
- Queen Latifah
- Halle Berry
- Lupita Nyong’o
- Kelly Clarkson
- Kerry Washington
- Melissa McCarthy

Product Categories and Proposed Brands

1. Hotel Chains
   - Super 8
   - Red Roof Inn
   - Hampton Inn and Suites
   - Ritz-Carlton
   - Quality Inn
   - The Westin

2. Retailers
   - Neiman Marcus
   - Macy’s
   - Nordstrom
   - J.C. Penney
   - Kohl’s
   - T.J. Maxx

3. Bottled Water
   - Evian
   - Dasani
   - Perrier
   - Nestle
   - Fiji

4. Chocolate
   - Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups
   - Godiva
   - Toblerone
   - Lindt
   - Hershey’s Milk Chocolate
Appendix H: Sample advertisements used in study 4

Party time.
Brad Pitt, Nordstrom Ambassador
Men’s clothing, shoes, and more.
Shop.nordstrom.com
NORDSTROM

Party time.
Kevin James, Kohl’s Ambassador
Men’s clothing, shoes, and more.
Shop.kohls.com
KOHL’S

For all that glitters...
Melissa McCarthy, Nordstrom Ambassador
Clothing, accessories, and more.
Shop.nordstrom.com
NORDSTROM

For all that glitters...
Angelina Jolie, Kohl’s Ambassador
Clothing, accessories, and more.
Shop.kohls.com
KOHL’S
Appendix I: Path diagrams, study 4

Full Cohort

Females Only

Males Only
Appendix J: Study 4 re-analysis in SEM

* * * p < .001
* * p < .01
* p < .05

Note: all path estimates standardized, and shown above their respective paths
Appendix K: Hypotheses and Corresponding Study Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Supported?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1a:</strong> Aspirational ratings will positively predict endorser effectiveness.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S1: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S3: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S4: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1b:</strong> Membership ratings will positively predict endorser effectiveness.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S1: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S3: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S4: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2a:</strong> The effects of both membership and aspirational ratings on endorser effectiveness will be mediated by affiliation rewards.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S3: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S4: Supported, with full cohort effects mediated exclusively via extrinsic affiliation rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2b:</strong> Aspirational ratings will predict extrinsic affiliation motives to a greater extent than intrinsic affiliation motives.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S3: Not supported, aspirational ratings equally predictive of intrinsic and extrinsic motives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S4: Consistent with S2 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2c:</strong> Membership ratings will predict intrinsic affiliation motives to a greater extent than extrinsic affiliation motives.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S3: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S4: Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H3:</strong> The relative strength of extrinsic and intrinsic affiliation motives is moderated by sex. For males (females), extrinsic (intrinsic) affiliation motives are a greater predictor of endorser effectiveness than are intrinsic (extrinsic) affiliation motives.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S3: Supported, though somewhat mixed. For males, both extrinsic and intrinsic motives were equally predictive, whereas for females intrinsic were more predictive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S4: Using the idol/friend distinction as a proxy, results supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H4:</strong> The self-congruence of the product being endorsed should moderate the effectiveness of aspirational and membership ratings on endorser effectiveness. Specifically, human brands rated as primarily aspirational (primarily membership) should be most effective when promoting products congruent with a consumer’s ideal (actual) self.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S4: Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H5a:</strong> Engaging in intimate self-disclosure will increase a human brand’s membership ratings.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S2: Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H5b:</strong> Engaging in intimate self-disclosure will increase a human brand’s aspirational ratings</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S2: Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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